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Physical, emotional, and sexual abuse against women by men is 

cmently a major social and health problern. An estimated 1,43 5 

Canadian women were kiiied by th& spouses between the years 

1974 and 1992. Women in assaultive situations have many 

needs, some of which include crisis counseiling as weU as long 

term counseiling. Numerous abused women decide to attend 

support groups. Yet, little research has k e n  done to understand 

how abused women expience support groups, which kind of 

group is most effective, and how women use their experiences in 

groups to heal h m  an abusive past or to help them leave abusive 

relationship S. The research question for this descriptive- 

exploratory study was: What is the experience of abused women 

in support groups? A volunteer sample of eight women was 

identified by placing an advertisement where support groups 

were offered, and with social workers who work with abused 

women. Interviews with these women were manscnbed and 

analyzed using content analysis. The findings revealed both that 

women f o m  connections in support groups and that there are 

impediments to comecting. The participants made strong 

connections in the foliowing areas: understanding themsdves in 

reiationship to the abuse; understanding and appreciating other 

women, induding receiving and giving support; and finaiiy, 

understanding abuse in the context of a sexist society. Many of 

the participants found the facilitators and cofacilitators to be of 

great assistance. Emotions of anger and disappointment with the 



group process are also discussed. Limitations of the study and a 

discussion of the fîndings are presented. Nurses are faced with 

the challenge of assessuig, treating and counseiiing abused women 

in aU health care settings. Issues about violence against women 

shouid be incorporated into the nursing undergraduate and 

graduate curriculums. Fwther research in the area of suppon 

groups for abused women would be beneficial. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the Problem 

Physicd, emotional, and sexual abuse against women by 

men is cul"rently a major sociaï and health problem. In Canada, 1 

out of e v q  10 women in a mamiage or a maritabtype 

relationship is assaulted by her husband (House of Commons 

Standing Cornmittee on Health, Welfare and Social Affairs, 1982). 

Wilson and Ddy ( 1994) have estimateci that 1,435 Canadian 

women were killed by their spouses between the years 1974 and 

1992. Other researchers assert that 20 to 30 percent of a i l  

American women are in a relationship that has been or is 

currently physicdy abusive (Bullock, McFarlane, Bateman, & 

Miller, 1989; Campbell, 1992a; Walker, 1990). 

Various immediate and long-tem political, social, legal, and 

econornic solutions have been proposed and implemented to 

decrease violence against women. Women in assaultive situations 

have pressing and often critical safety needs for themselves and 

th& chiidren. In addition, abused women need prompt crisis 

counselling. Yet there are not enough counselling services to fill 

the needs of abused women, and rnany of the services available 

do not fill the needs of abused women who seek help (Macleod, 

1990). 

In 19 8 1, there was muiimal 
. . knowledge and research done 

on the problem of violence toward women in the home (Mahon, 

1981). By 1986, there were over 1,700 references in a 

bibliography on spouse abuse (Engeldinger, 1986). This increase 



2 
in public awareness and research on violence against women is 

amibuted to the growing influence and acceptance of the 

women's rights movement. In 1984, Germain stated that, by 

cornparison with the attention given to the subject of abused 

women over the p s t  several years in the iay iiterature and 

literature of the disciplines of sociology, feminist psychology, law, 

and social work, the literature of nursing and medicine on the 

subject was sparse. However, by 1993, the American Academy of 

Nursing Expert Panel on Violence reported that nurse researchers 

have investigated many different aspects of woman abuse, and as 

a result, an impressive body of knowledge is k i n g  accumulated. 

Nurse researchers are undertaking both beginning programs of 

research as weil as replication of existing research. 

The Purpose of the Study 

Heaith care for abused women must be holistic, and must 

go beyond physical care given in emergency departrnents of 

hospitals, in physicïans' offices, or on psychiatrie units, where 

abused women sometimes are admitted in a state of crisis. 

However, abused women have identified health care professionals 

as the least helpful persons when they have asked for help 

(Rodriguez, 1996; Ramer, 1995; Tilden, 1989). Abused women 

often leave the health care setting as uninformed and as isolated 

as when they first arrived (Fishwick, 1995). Nursing as a 

profession must take responsibility in addressing this lack of 

support and care felt by abused women. 
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Little research has been done to understand how abused 

women experience different therapeutic interventions. Research 

done with abused women demonstrates that these women 

experience anxiety, depression, hostility, problem-solving 

difficulties, health problems, psychosomatic symp toms, loss of 

identity and self-esteem (Kerouac, Taggart, Lescop, & Fortin, 1986; 

JaE, Wolfe, Wilson, & Zak, 1986). When and if abused women 

decide to seek a therapeutic intervention, they can choose from a 

variey of therapeutic modaüties, such as individual counselling, 

family therapy, couples counseliing, and support groups. Because 

the implementation of counselling programs for abused women is 

so recent, little research has k e n  done to evaluate different 

therapeutic programs (Donato & Bowker, 1984). 

Support groups for abused women may be of great benefit 

in the heaiing and the understanding that abused women need to 

change their situation. In 1994, over 5,000 women and over 

6,000 children took refuge in Alberta's women's emergency 

shelters and satellite shelters (Alberta Famiiy and Social Services, 

1995). Most shelters offer some kind of support groups. Knowing 

whether support groups are valuable would be beneficial for 

abused women to make infoxmed choices about their future. 

Numerous abused women decide to attend support groups, 

in some cases while they are in crisis and in others not until years 

following the experience of having been abused. As yet, there has 

k e n  little research focusing on abused women's experience of 

support groups. Even though much remains to be understood in 

regard to abused women's experiences in support groups, the 
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importance of such groups for these women is evident ( H m ,  

1987; Campbell, 1986; Trimpey, 1989). Nurses could be 

instmmental in smrcing and continuhg support groups for abused 

women in various health care settings. 

Self-help groups have been identified as one way to enhance 

people's capauty to cope and to increase seErpliance. The 

research on support groups examines outcomes rather than 

process, and, as a result, understanding of support group 

interventions is based on theory rather than evidence (Gilbey, 

1989). Although health care resources such as support groups are 

part of communities, further development and investigation are 

required to increase understanding of the groups' characteris tics, 

smctures, processes, and outcomes (Ramsey, 1992). It is 

anticipated that the fmdings of this study will be significant in 

m e r  understanding how support groups can be of benefit to 

abused women, and how nurses can use support groups as part of 

the healing process. 

The purpose of this study is to present a description of the 

experiences of abused women in support groups. Findings from 

this study will provide nurses, professionals, and non- 

professionals with increased knowledge and expertise in working 

in groups with abused women. 

Research Question 

The research question addressed in this study was: What is 

the experience of abused women in a support group? 



Significance of the Study 

The findings of this study will add to the sparse body of 

knowledge on abused women's experiences in support groups. It 

is anticipated h t  this study will be of use to facilitators who are 

now working in support groups. Nurses who work with abused 

women may use the findings of this study to determine the 

suitability of referring abused women to support groups, or, in 

fact, to initiate such a group. This smdy may also be used to 

further knowledge on the topic of abused women in groups. 



CHAPTER n 
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 

A voluminous body of literatwe cmently exists in the area 

of violence against women. My researdi led to a review of 

literature in the following areas: definitions of abused women; 

research and abused women; women's responses to abuse; 

support groups and abused women; and finally, nursing and 

abused women. The majority of this literature review focuses on 

nursing iiterature. Although the literature provided excellent 

background for this project, gaps in the research also became 

evident. 

Definitions of Abused Women 

Nurnerous descriptive t m s  are used in the Iiterature to 

refer to violence against women. Some of these are assault, 

beaten, battered, raped, battered women, victim of family 

violence, marital rape, domes tic violence, wife beating , cycle of 

abuse, wife abuse, victims of domestic violence, survivors of 

domestic violence, spousal abuse, women abuse, and gender 

abuse. The terms b a t t q  and assault are used interchangeably in 

the e d e r  literature; however, abuse has increasingly become the 

term of choice. As weli, researchers have widely dîfferent 

definitions of a single term, such as battered woman (Walker, 

1979; Germain, 1984; Landenburger, 1989). 

This lack of darity among the various terms used to 

descnbe abuse experienced by women could be viewed as a 

serious limitation in interpreting and empirically evaluating 
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researdi studies. Howwer, one of the earlier and possibly one of 

the most experienced researchers in the area of abuse and 

women, Walker, (1990, 1985, & 1979) does not use definite or 

strict criteria to operationaüze the term battered women. In a 

study of 129 battered women, Waiker (1979) concluded that 

battered women themseives are the best judges of whether they 

are being battered. Walker's criterion for a participant's 

accep tance into her study was the woman's belief in her 

perception that she had been physically or psychologicâll~~ abused 

by her parmer. 

The tenn battery usually refers to physical violence such as 

shoving , kicking , slapping , pundiing, and choking. The term abuse 

is more inclusive; women may be not only physically battered or 

semially abused, but may also live in terror due to threats of 

violence, death, or mutilation. Other forms of abuse include social 

isolation, home imprisonment, economic deprivation, and verbal 

harassrnent or disparagement. Such forms of emotional abuse 

may be harder to deal with than physicd foms of abuse 

(Germain, 1984). 

Keiiy ( 1988) proposes the concept of a continuum of 

violence that reflects a range of the forms of abuse and that takes 

into account the complexity of how women define their own 

experiences. Abuse, as used in this thesis, incorporates physical 

and emotional violence, legal and financial restraints and sexual 

exploitation and violation. Of the various definitions ment ly  in 

use, the one proposed by MacLeod (1987) is judged by this writer 

to be the most inclusive and the most appropriate for descnbing 
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and naming the various types of abuse. MacLeod defines abuse as 

having experienced "violence, physicai and /or psychological, 

expressed by a husband or a male or lesbian live-in lover, to 

which the 'wife' does not consent, and which is directly or 

iadirectly condoned by the traditions, laws and attitudes 

prevalent in the society in which it occurs" (p. 13 ) . Given the 

inclusiveness of the above definition, the writer wiii use the term 

abuse in this study. 

Research and Abused Women 

The review of the literature on women and abuse 

demonstrated that most of the research focused on issues such as 

the causes of wife battering, the physical and psychological effects 

of being battered, the reasons women stay in abusive 

relationships, and the theories influenchg treatment of abused 

women. Unfortunatdy, an all too cornmon view in the research 

literature on abused women is victim blaming and an emphasis on 

pathologie characteristics of battered women (Wardeii, Gillespie & 

LeffierJ983). 

Most of the research on abused women has been a search 

for differences aimed at discovering how battered women differ 

fi-om the n o m  (Campbell, l989b). Yet, there is little evidence to 

suggest that abused women are predisposed to become victims of 

abuse because of their past experiences. On the contrary, there is 

mu& stronger evidence of the intergrnerational transmission of a 

male propensity to commit acts of famiiy violence (Brendtro & 

Bowker, 1989). Kelly (1988) States that there are almost no 
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studies that explore women's definitions of battering, inces t, 

abuse, or sexual harassment. The author States that a number of 

studies have documenteci that how acts are defined influences 

public attitudes, agency practices, and legal dedsions. This 

provides support for the importance of recognizing how women 

understand and categorize their own experiences. 

Nursing research can play an important role in the issues of 

equaiity and justice for women (AUen, Maeda & Powers, 199 1). 

The author's approach to this research project has been infoxmed 

and directed by feminist theory. According to Campbell ( l992b), 

a nurse, feminist theory and feminist episternology postdate that: 

1) women's experience c m  be a legitimate source of knowledge: 

women can be knowers; 2) subjective data is vaüd; 3) participants 

are "experts" on their own lives; 4) knowledge is relational and 

contextuai; and 5) boundanes between the personal, public, and 

political spheres are not definitive. Even though there are 

important conûoversies in the field of research on abuse and 

women between feminists and non-feminists, and among 

feminists, "the essence of feminism, like that of nursing, rejects 

dualism" (Parker & McFarIane, 199 1, p. 12). There is a consensus 

among feminists that sexism in our families and in sociew is 

fundarnentaify linked to violence (Yiio, 1988). 

Violence against women is an important area for nursing 

research. "The primary agenda for research on battered women 

must be to empower the women and children involved and to put 

the responsibility on the social system to change, rather than on 

individual women"(Campbel1, 1992b, p. 70). Nurses are in a 
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position of k i n g  able to respond to this agenda because of their 

ability and knowledge to influence the health care system, nurses' 

orientation to women's health issues, and to nurses' clinical 

concerns. Parker and Ulrich (1990) have forniuiated four goals 

for nursing research focused on abuse and women. They are: 1) 

to define the problem from abused women's retrospective 

accounts and to identw sociocultural factors related to the 

situation; 2) to increase understanding of the cycle of behavior 

that precedes and foiiows abuse, as weU as health and 

sociocultural implications; 3) to learn about recovery from abuse, 

issues of social support and cultural implications; and finaiîy 4) to 

prevent abuse and interrupt the cycle of violence. 

Women's Responses to Abuse 

Although it is now acknowledged that women in abusive 

relationships corne from aU ages, socioeconomic, educational, and 

racial backgrounds, abused women nevertheless often share 

similar characteristics. They are more often than not isolated, 

hopeless, dependent, have low self-esteem and lack information 

as to how they can change their circumstances (Hartman, 198 7). 

These characteristics are considered to be situational rather than 

existing previously. 

There is increased validation of the perspectives, needs, and 

realities of abused women. Various snidies have identified a wide 

range of needs of abused women. They include physical 

protection; validations of a woman's perceptions and realities; 

honest, realistic, consistent, and complete information to heip a 
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woman make infomed deusions; empowexment to get on with 

her Me; the need to be treated justiy; and, suffiCient finantial 

independence to aliow access to a variety of justice, counseiiing, 

and support options (MacLeod, 1990). 

Numerous studies have been done to establish the a e c t s  of 

abuse on women. A few of these studies WU be reviewed to gain 

a dearer understanding of the physical, psychological, and 

emotionai repercussions of abuse on women. Untii recentiy, the 

study of violence against women focused almost exclusively on 

the physical aspects of abuse, the causes of abuse, and efforts to 

prevent violence and treat abused women. However, now research 

about violence and women proposes that depression, anxiety, and 

somatic disorders reported by abused women are a consequence 

of their abuse, and not a cause (Gilles & Harrop, 1989). Moss 

( 199 1) has identified numerous reasons that women stay in an 

abusive relationship. Some of these reasons include fear for 

safety for themselves and their children; lack of a support 

network; religious beliefs; financial reasons; and, lack of 

community support services to meet the health and safety needs 

of abused women. 

Waiker ( 1979) contributed significant knowledge to the 

understanding of abused women with the theory of the cycle of 

violence, and a theory as to why women stay in abusive 

relationships. Waiker's theory on women's responses to abuse 

originates from the work of the experimental psychologist Martin 

Seligman (Waiker, 1979, p. 45), who hypothesized that dogs 

subjec ted to noncontingent negative reinforcemen t could learn 
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that th& voluntary behavior had no effect on controiihg what 

happened to them. The dog's motivation to respond wouid be 

lessened if such an aversive stimulus was repeated. This 

response was named learned heiplessness. SWarly, Waiker 

theorized that women in abusive relationships leam that nothing 

they do will have an effect on diminishing the abuse, which 

explains why women stay in abusive rdationships. The abused 

woman l e m s  that nothing she does influences the fact that she is 

abused. Eventuaily, she becomes unable to act on her own behalf. 

Walker (1979) postulates that there are three stages in the 

cycle of violence: 1) the tension characterized by verbal abuse and 

minor battering incidents; 2) the acute battering phase which 

involves a discharge of tensions through a barrage of verbal and 

physical aggression, including acute battering; 3) the kindness, 

conaite and loving phase with apologies, gifts, and promises that 

the behavior wiii not happen again. As the relationship continues, 

the tension building phase becomes extended and the loving 

conmition stage deciines. 

Campbell (1 989b) swveyed 193 women who were having a 

serious problem in an intimate relationship with a man. Of these 

women, 50 percent were battered and 44 percent were also 

sexually abused. In responding to questionnaires, the women who 

were s d y  abused had lower body images and seif-esteem 

scores and higher scores to the danger of homicide than the 

women who were not sexuaiiy abused. 

Campbell (1989a) proposes two theoretical models to 

explain women's response to battering: grief and learned 
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helplessness. A battered woman can expdence a grief response 

when she leaves or thinks of leaving the abusive relationship. 

The contributing factors involved in the grief response are 

stressors such as income, number of chiidren, frequency and 

severity of conflict; feelings of powerlessness; and perceived loss 

in temu of the culturai importance of the wife and mother role, 

related to the woman's self-esteem. The contributing factors 

involved in an abused wornan experiencing learned helplessness 

are perceptions of control in the relationship; personal 

attributions, such as self-blame; and negative self-evaluation. 

The author compared 97 battered women with 97 non-battered 

women who were also having serious problems in an intimate 

relationship with a man. The two groups were similar in self- 

esteem scores, seif-care agency, self-blame, depression, and lack 

of control in the relationship. The abused women had more 

frequent and severe physical symptoms of stress and grief. As 

weli, the abused women had thought of or tried more solutions to 

the relationship problems. 

Kelly (1988) conducted in-depth interviews with 60 women, 

and 48 follow-up interviews. The goals of the research were to 

document the range of sexuai violence women experience in their 

lives, to explore the iinks between different forms of semial 

violence and to study the long term impact of rape, incest, and 

domestic violence. The major fîndings of the research were as 

follows. Initially women were reluc tant to define their experience 

as a form of sexual violence; about 70 percent of the women 

changed theh definitions of their experiences over tirne, almost 
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always in the direction of reiabehg an incident as abuse. 

Because rape is stereotypicdly defined as a rare experience 

between a woman and an anonymous assailant, many women who 

were forced to have sex within intimate relationships did not 

define these experiences as "rape". The coping strategies of 

forgetting and rninimizing were very cornmon among abused 

women. The women underwent a process of redefinitim, as they 

remembered more details of what happened to them. Although 

this can be a painful experience, the women began to focus on and 

vaüdate their own feelings and reactions. 

Landaburger ( 1988) interviewed 30 abused women to gain 

an understanding of the impact of abuse on the women's lives. 

The findings are summarized as follows: 1) multiple forms of 

physical, emotional, and sermal abuse were sustained by the 

women; 2) emotional abuse was considered the most devastating 

to the women because of its insidious nature, the d î fEcu l~  of 

labeling it as abuse, and its long term effects; 3 ) abuse 

connibuted to a woman's feelings that she was an object; 4) 

women felt that k ing  abused by a partner was a sign that 

something was lacking in the relationship, and therefore, in the 

women. A wornan who is abused lives in two separate realities: 

one reality encompasses the good aspects of the relationship and 

the other reality encompasses the abusive aspect of the 

relationship. What happas to a woman is not linear and is fuil of 

contradictions. A woman's response to the abuse, the feelings 

toward her parmer, and her feelings about self are never 

cons tant. 
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In another study, Landaburger ( 1989) proposed a four- 

stage process descrîbing entrapment in and recovery fkom an 

abusive reiationship. The four stages, with numerous sub-stages, 

are binding, enduring, disengaging, and recovery. Buehler ( 1994) 

identifid the process of Leaving an abusive relationship in the 

following stages: identifying abuse, seeking validation, 

disengaging , leaving, and healing. The author notes that the 

process of leaving is conceptualized as k ing  continuous, circular, 

and a cumulative evolution. 

It is normal for abused women to experience all the 

symptoms of acute aruciety attacks, obsessional thoughts, 

compulsive behaviors, terror or denial of fear for th& own 

safety, crying spelis, imtability, hostiiity, anger, and rage. 

Additionally, the women must deal with their own feelings 

towards the batterer, who does not constantly abuse her (Walker, 

198 5 ). Rosewater ( 1985) cautions professionais to do a complete 

history of violence with their clients, as dinicians need to be 

sensitive to the possibility of confusion between the symptoms of 

emotional disturbance and of abuse. Abused women were found 

to be at greater risk for subsequent suicide, drug and alcohol 

abuse, and psychiatnc disorders (Germain, 1984). In a 

cornparison of the characteristics of battered and non-battered 

women, the battered women were more likely to have 

experienced emotional, financial, and legal problems, as weU as 

saess in parenting and changes in living arrangements (Bullock, 

McFarlane, Bateman & Miller, 1989). 



Support Groups and Abused Women 

Group interventions such as group counselling, group 

therapy, support groups, peer support groups and self-help 

groups are used to describe a similar process, by which people 

meet to facilitate psychological h&g and self-growth. There is 

not a major distinction made in the literanire between the t e r m s  

support group and self-help groups. The support group concept is 

designed to promote the idea that mernbers are capable of helping 

themselves, as weii as each other, in the group. Trimpey (1989) 

States that it is not correct to c d  a support group for women a 

therapy group because being abused itself is not an indication that 

therapy is needed. The texm support group will be used for the 

purpose of this study. 

In a study on the effectiveness of different types of 

counselling, (Bowker & Maurer, 1986) data were obtained from 

1,000 women. Although only 13 7 of these women were uivolved 

in women's groups, these groups were rated as being more 

effective than other foms of counseîiing. The authors concluded 

that this is due to the group leaders having more in comrnon with 

their CliMts, such as gender and demographic characteristics, and 

to the actual content of the heip provided. The women's groups 

semices consisted mainly of modeihg (60 percent) and promoting 

materid aid or other direct services. The authors concluded that 

women's groups are more helpful than traditional social service 

agencies. 

Group matment has unique advantages over individual 

counselling because shame and feelings of personal inadequacy 
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are reduced when the abused woman realizes that her situation is 

not uncornmon. As well, in a group setting, there is a reduction of 

social isolation which compounds depression and feelings of 

helplessness (Lewis, 1983). Group work for abused women a i m s  

to restore to women a sense of their intrïnsic power and worth: by 

providing feminist-inforrned counseiiing which examines and 

challenges the values and norms of society in which the abuse of 

women occurs; by reviewing childhood experiences where male 

and female stereotypes were conveyed and the helplessness of 

women possibly first encountered; by e x p l o ~ g  power issues in 

relationships; and by l eg iwing  the expression of the women's 

own needs and views (Pressman, 1989). 

The self-help group format for abused women empowers 

and fosters change by providing hope, requiring women to take 

responsibiiity for self, building on women's strengths and 

experiences, fostering independence, mobilizing anger, providing 

knowledge and skills, and finally, by changing the women's sei f  

image from being a victim to being a survivor. Faciiitated self- 

help groups are becoming more common because of their 

emphasis on shared responsibiiity, on the strength of the women, 

and because they hdp women re-integrate in the c o m m u n i ~  

( H a , ,  1987). 

The fdlowing descriptive studies revealed the major themes 

that emerged in support groups. Campbell (1986) States that 

group intervention for abused women explicitly eiicits the 

strength of survivors of violent experiences. Between 1984 and 

19 86, while doing group work with 196 battered women who 
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attended the groups, the author reported five repeatedly 

discussed themes. These were: the issue of feeling controlied by 

the batterer, damaged self-esteern resultirig h m  the abuse, 

trying to find ways to end the violence in the relationship, 

deading whether or not to leave the relationship, and the seeking 

and giving of affirmation by other group members about the 

norrnalcy of the variey of responses to the abusive situation. 

Support groups for abused women were held on a 

psychiatrie unit and studied by Rounsaville and iifton ( 198 3 ) . 
The two group themes identified by the authors were the 

dependency and helplessness of the women, and the women's 

descriptions of the relationships with their abusive parmers and 

th& need to control the women's actions. 

Trimpey (1989) concluded that recment themes in a 

support group for abused women were high anxiety and 

diminished self-esteem intensified by the sense of helplessness 

and powerlessness felt by the abused women. The women 

described themselves as king chronically nervous, easily startled, 

and irritable. Kordyban's (1987) phenomenological study on 

abused women's experiences of group counselhg revealed 

themes which reflected a process of interna1 growth: greater 

awareness of self, others, relationships, and society; enhanced 

self-direction; and, heightened appreciation of self and of other 

women. 
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Nursing and Abused Women 

Bowker and Maurer's ( 1986) study of 145 abused women 

demonstrated that hedth care personnel were rated as the least 

effective of any other formal source. Experience and research 

demonstrate that nwsing interventions with abused women have 

b e n  consistently inadequate. Positive interventions that enhance 

the health of abused women are contact with the police and 

emergency shelters. Abused women are iïkely to receive no gain 

or incur further losses to their health s t m s  when they corne in 

contact with physicians, nurses, the clergy, or counseliors (Ramer, 

1995). The reasons for this may be the nurses' own beiiefs and 

values related to violence against women, nurses' fears of the 

clients' responses, or of nursesr inability to respond to dientsr 

needs. Finally, the prevalence of physical and non-physical abuse 

among nurses may limit theh efTectiveness in working with 

abused women (Attala, McSweeney, & Oetler, 1995). 

Abused women are found in aiI areas of the health care 

system. Twenty percent of women seen in various health care 

settings, such as the emergency room, prenatd clinics, f-y 

planning cluiics and mental heaith cMcs are abused women; yet, 

oniy five percent of women are identified as abused in medical 

records (Tiiden, 1987). The N e  of violence cm be prevented 

with education, advocacy, and assessrnent of al1 clients (Bullock, 

Sandeiia, & McFarIane, 1989; Lichtenstein, 198 1). Primaxy 

prevention of domestic violence includes educating or re- 

educating people as a whole in society (Germain, 1984.) 
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LUnandri ( 1987) conducted intewiews with 40 abused 

women. The author coiiected nurses' responses which encourag ed 

the abused women to continue seeking and finding help. As well, 

numerous inhibitive responses were described by the participants 

of this snidy. According to Sheridan (1993), the battered wornan 

needs to hear the foIIowing fiom the nurse: her history of abused 

is believed; she is not crazy; she does not deserve to be beaten; 

she is not aione; domestic violence is a crime; there is hope that 

the cycle of violence can be broken and there are specific places 

where she can go for help. 

Nurses have not yet received the requisite knowledge or 

skills to feel comfortable in intervening with women who they 

know or suspect may be expaienMg violence (Ryan & King, 

1992). SampseUe (1992) States that to alter the social dynarnics 

that sustain violence against women, nurses must be familiar with 

the principles of feminist thought and incorporate these in their 

practice. A feminist world view affirms the principles of gender 

equity, gender-free social roles, and personal sovereignty. 

Tilden ( 1989) formulates policy change recommendations 

which apply specifically to the health care delivery systern. These 

are: 1) the proportion of cumicula about domestic violence in 

programs of education for health professionals should be 

inueased; 2) health care staff of common entry points should 

receive frequent in-service education programs on domestic 

violence detection and management; 3) coordination shouid be 

improved between health care professionals, especially in 

emerg ency departments and prenatal uni ts, and community- 
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based services for victims of violence; 4) psydiiamic diagnostic 

categories must be examined for their inadvertent message of 

blaming victims; 5 ) standardized protocols for interviewhg and 

assessing all trauma victims should be used routinely, especially 

in emergency departments. henatal clinics couid also incorporate 

routine questions about domestic violence. 

Gaps in the Literature 

Having completed the literature review, the researcher 

concluded that the descriptive literature dealing with the 

experiences of abused women in support groups is very limited. 

The fiterature review showed significant research has been done 

in the areas of definitions of abused women, research issues and 

abused women, women's response to abuse, and nursing and 

abused women. There is very little research in the area of 

support groups and abused women. This study proposes to 

address the gap in the literature and to explore the research 

question: What is the experience of abused women in support 

groups? 



CHAPTER Ln 

RESEARCH METHODS 

The method used to answer the research question is 

described in this chapter. First, the research design is explicated. 

Then, the process of obtaining a sampie of abused women who 

had or currently were participating in support groups is reviewed. 

The method by which the data were collected is explained, 

followed by the method of data analysis. This chapter finishes 

with a discussion on mstworthiness and ethical issues. 

Research Design 

Presently, there is limited knowledge and there are no 

theoretical formulations on experiences of abused women as they 

participate in a support group. As a result, this study follows an 

approach that will focus on the first levei of theoy development, 

which is situation depicting or situation describing (Field & Morse, 

1985). "This level of theory is stül descriptive in nature and the 

research is not designed to test the observed reiationships but 

rather to discover if there are any rdationships between the 

identified concept and other variables" (Field & Morse, 1985, p. 

10). In addition, a qualitative approach aUows the researcher to 

look at the world from the perspective of the participant's point of 

view, the emic perspective. 

Artinian ( 1988) proposes that the descriptive mode must 

precede di others. To understand the point of view of the 

subjects, the descriptive mode is used to present a detailed and 
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rich description of what is happening in some setting or with a 

particular group of subjects. The author States: 

The descriptive mode presents rich detail that aüows the 
reader to understand what it would be ïike to be in a setting 
or to be experiencing the M e  situation of a person or a 
group. The descriptive mode can be used as a beginning 
approach to analyzing qualitative data. Questions such as, 
What is going on? How are activities organized? What roles 
are evident? What are the steps in a process? or What does 
a patient do in a particular setting? can be answered (p. 
139). 

Descriptive research has value on its own and therefore is 

an end unto itseif (Becker, 1993). In addition, Brink and Wood 

(1988) advised that when there is a lack of knowledge about a 

topic, Level I questions result. The stem questions are always 

"what is" or "what are." These questions ask about one concept 

only. No references to relationship, causes or effects should be in 

Level 1 questions. Level 1 questions lead to exploratory, 

descriptive research design, and result in a complete description 

of the topic. 

The review of the literature on the experience of abused 

women in support groups demonstrated that Little research has 

k e n  done in this area Therefore, it is evident that a generic 

exploratory/descriptive study is needed in order to build a 

knowledge base of this topic. Level 1 questions were used in the 

open-ended interviews to obtain information fkom the 

participant's perspective. The use of an exploratory/descriptive 

approach permitted the researdier to understand how abused 

women experience support groups. It is anticipated that the 
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findings of this snidy will result in additional information whïch 

describes and incorporates the variations and similarities in how 

abused women experience support groups. 

Sample 

In a qualitative study, the purpose of the study provides a 

guiding prinuple in selecting the sarnple. Since the purpose of 

this research was to study abused women's experiences in support 

groups, the criteria for the study were women who: have been 

abused, have partiapated in support groups, and were willing to 

participate in the study. To do this, an information sheet 

(Appendix A) explainhg the research and soliciting volunteer 

participants was placed where a support group meets weekiy. 

The researcher contacted six social workers to obtain permission 

to leave information sheets in their offices. The research was 

explained to hem and they were asked to give the infornation to 

possible participants, which they al i  agreed to do. Information 

sheets were also mailed to three shelters for abused women. 

The language used in this infomtion sheet was an 

important and cornplex issue. It is a reiatively long way into the 

process of abuse that women actually label themseives as 

"assaulted," "abused," or with even greater difficulty, " battered" 

(Campbell, l99Zb). A woman may feel that if she is labeiled by 

others as being abused, expectations and judgments about her 

behavior wiU be fomulated. As wd, a woman who is abused c m  

be stigmatized, not for the abuse itself but for the role others 

attribute to her for causing the abuse. The responsibility for the 



abusive situation often is attributed to the woman, offering 

evidence to her that aspects of her personality or behavior are to 

blame (Landenburger, 1989). In the infomtion requesting 

volunteers, it was necessary to convey a dear message of 

acceptance of the women's situation. For this reason, the word 

abused was used instead of battering, as it conveys a wider 

meanhg to the issue of violence. 

Volunteer or soiicited samphg is done when the persons 

who have experienced the topic under investigation are not 

known by the researcher, and therefore must be sought out (Fielc 

& Morse, 1995). Through an advertised invitation to women to 

participate in the study, volunteer sampling was used to initiate 

this project. Some of the women who were initially interviewed 

then gave the writer the names of other women who they thought 

woulc. be interested in being interviewed, and thus, the snowball 

sampling procedure was also foilowed. 

During the initial telephone conversation with the potenrial 

participants, the researcher decided whether the woman met the 

following uiteria: had b e n  abused, had participated in a support 

group, was over 18 years of age, was not in a state of crisis, 

understood the purpose of the study, and agreed to meet with the 

researcher and have the interview taped. At the beginning of the 

project, participants chosen to be interviewed were those "who 

have a broad, general knowledge of the topic or those who have 

undergone the experience and whose experience is considered 

typical" (Morse, 199 1, p. 129). As the interviews were analyzed, 
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more specific information related to the phenornenon of abused 

women in support groups was obtained. 

A process of seconâary selection also took place, by which 

the selection of the participants was done &ter the interview had 

begun. After the interview, the researcher detennined if the 

participant had the required information or the qualities of a good 

participant, and decided if the data would be transuibed and 

induded in the snidy (Morse, 1991). Ten women responded to 

the advertisement, and eight women were interviewed. During the 

initial telephone conversation, one woman was idenWied as 

wanting counselling and therefore was not suitable for this study. 

After one interview had started in another woman's home, the 

researcher detennined that the informant would also not be 

appropnate for this study, as she too was clearly looking for 

immediate counselling . 
The women in the sample attended different types of 

groups. During the time of this research, the city's social service 

deparmient offered groups for abused women called the Phase 

Groups. The groups were dosed groups, lasted for eight weeks, 

and met on a weekly basis. Phase 1 was caïled: Chaiienging Ideas, 

Phase II, How Society Defines Us, and Phase ID, Doing Advocacy. 

Most of the women had attended the weekly drop-in group for 

abused women, organized by Social Services. Some women had 

attended groups in shelters, and lastly, some women had attended 

groups as part of a Young Women's Christian Association program. 

When doing a study based on the analytic p ~ c i p l e s  of 

qualitative research, the exact sample size is Wicult to 



determine. Interviews were done and data were coUected until 

no new infomtion was obtained. The on-going analysis of the 

data deterrnined how many interviews would be required. The 

author reached this process after eight interviews, which lasted 

fkom one to one-and-a-half hours each. 

The sample's composition was fairiy homogeneous in 

that a l l  the women were Caucasian and spoke Engfish fairly 

fluently. The eight participants ranged in age from 28 to 59 years 

old. Six women worked outside of the home, one woman was 

temporarily unemployed and one woman was on social assistance. 

Six of the women had children, and most of the children were st i i i  

living at home. None of the women was living with their abusive 

partner; one woman remained with her husband, but he had 

participated in many forms of counselling and was no longer 

abusive, 

There were aiso differences in this sarnple. Perhaps the 

most striking difference was that two of the eight informants 

initially attended the group as participants, and then 

subsequently attended the groups as cofacilitators. There was a 

wide range of education among the participants, from not having 

completed high sdiool to almost having completed doctoral 

studies. There also existed differences in income, fkom a 

psychologist, a nurse, and a social worker who were all employed 

and e m e d  middle class salaries, to women with lower paid 

employment. 



Data Collection 

The women who responded calied the telephone number 

placed in the advertisernent. Then they were contacted by the 

researcher. A phone line dedicated specificaiiy to this project was 

installed. During the initiai teiephone contact, the researcher gave 

the women further detaiis on the aims of the study and of the 

research process. The women were informed immediately that ail 

information received by the researcher would be kept in stnctest 

confidence. If a woman agreed to be i n t e ~ e w e d  and to have the 

interview recorded, a time and place for the interview were 

arranged. AU participants preferred to be interviewed in their 

homes, except for one woman, who preferred to be interviewed in 

her office. 

At the beginning of the interview, the participant received a 

letter of information about the research project (Appendix B) . 
Biographie data were also obtained from the participant 

(Appendix C) . The initial interview was unstructured, with open- 

ended questions to guide the direction of the interview (Appendix 

D). The interview was taped on a portable tape recorder. 

Foîiowing the interview, the tape was transcribed by a 

professional uanscriber. The interviews were transcribed in such 

a way that each line of the interview was nurnbered. A wide 

margin was left on the nght-hand side of the page to enable the 

researcher to write notes and proceed with content analysis. As 

soon as possible fdiowing the transcription, the researcher read a 

hard copy of the transcription and at the sarne time listened to the 

taped interview. This was done to assure accuracy, and to 
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ascertain that the emotionai tone of the intewiew was captured in 

the transcription notes. 

Another method used by the author to obtain information 

on the experiences of abused women in a support group was to 

attend a drop-in support group for abused women on a weekly 

basis for four months. Following each group, the researcher wrote 

notes about thoughts, feelings, themes of the groups, and other 

niateril which the researcher felt was relevant. Attendance at 

this group was part of a senior practicum of a graduate course on 

group therapy. The researcher shared the notes with the course 

insûuctor, who is the supervisor for this research project. The 

researcher also met with a facilitator who had initiated the drop- 

in groups in the city and who had enormous cornmitment and 

knowledge in the area of support groups and abused women. 

Data Analysis 

This researcher detided to aniilyze the content of the 

transcripts by using coding similar to the fist  two levds of coding 

used in the grounded theory method. Coding is the process of 

analyzing the data. The first step in the process of coding is cded 

open coding. As defined by Strauss and Corbin ( IWO), this 

involves "the process of breaking d o m ,  examining, comparing, 

conceptualuing, and categorinng the data1' (p. 61). This &ter 

initiated this process by thoroughîy reading each interview and 

by breaking d o m  and concepnializing the data. This was done by 

taking apart an observation, a sentence, or a paragraph, and 

giving each discrete incident, idea, or event, a narne that stands 
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for or represents a phenomenon. As oudineci by Strauss and 

Corbin, the researcher wouid always ask questions, such as: What 

is this? What does it represent? Descriptive words, impressions, 

comparisons, contrasts, and categories were marked in the right- 

hand column of each transcript of each interview. 

After each interview, the manscripts were analyzed and 

categories became evident. Naming categories involves classifying 

concepts which are compared to one another and appear to 

pertain to a certain phenomenon. These concepts are grouped 

together into a more abstract concept, a category. 

Once the initial step of open coding was done, the researdier 

began the process of axial coding, which is Iooking for pattems in 

the data. More specificaiiy, as defined by Strauss and Corbin 

(1990), axial coding involves "a set of procedures whereby data 

are put back together in new ways after open coding, by making 

connections between categories" (p. 96). As the major categories 

emerged from the data, it became evident that there was also a 

core category, which the author aamed "connecting." Connecting 

was the cenaal phenomenon which encompassed most of the data. 

Data collection and data analysis are not two distinct 

categories but are Muenced and directeci by each other (Strauss 

& Corbin, 1990). Each interview was analyzed and coded after the 

interview. As categories developed, this directed the researcher 

to ask more focused questions to gain added information in 

regards to the emerging categories. 
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Trustworthiness 

Since the aim of doing qualitative research is to accurately 

conceptualize and then tu accurately deS(J1be the experience of 

the infomts ,  issues of rekbifity and validity are cornplex and 

philosophical. Many qualitative researchers avoid the terms 

vaüdity and reliability and prefer to use terms such as evidence 

and credibility when referring to issues of mith and accuracy 

(Sandelowski, 1993) . Various strategies were incorporated in this 

study to minimize threats to aedibiïity. 

Primarily, "the truth value of a qualitative investigation 

generaiiy resides in the discovery of human phenornena or 

experiences as they are lived and perceived by subjects, rather 

than in the verification of a prion conceptions of those 

experiences" (Sandelowski, 1986, p.2 8). Further, Sandelowski 

States that subjectivity, viewed as the researcher's involvement 

with the participants and the emphasis on subjective reality, are 

valued and acknowledged in qualitative researdi. In a qualitative 

study, the interviewer is the data gathering instrument. 

Consequently, the personal biases and feelings of the interviewer 

cannot but influence the gathering and analysis of data. That 

subjectivity is an integral part of qualitative research does not 

preclude the necessity to do rigorous and prease research. 

Readers of a research report must be able to foliow the 

progression of events in the sîudy and understand the logic of the 

report; that is, a research report must be auditable. 

Sandelowski (1986, p.35) lists various methods by which 

auditability can be achieved. The writer will briefly address each 
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of these concerns, whidi wiii ensue that this research report is 

auditable. The research report should indude: 

( 1) how the researcher became interested in the subject matter of 

snidy. This writer became interested in the research topic having 

worked for 15 years in a psychiatrie unit in a major city hospital. 

Many of the women patients had or were involved in abusive 

relationships, and 1 felt that I did not have the knowledge, nor, 

may I add, the empathy, to work effectively with abused women. 

As 1 became aware of my la& of experience in this area, 1 

resolved to educate myseïf on the topic of VioIence and women. 

Not only did I read, but 1 also expandeci my knowledge by 

attending conferences on the topic. As my knowledge increased, 1 

became more aware that the dinical and personal treatment given 

to abused women in the health care system was lacking. 1 

resolved to try to change this situation. Writing a thesis on the 

topic of violence and women seemed like one way of doing this. 

2) how the researcher views the subject matter studied. To state 

that 1 am fundarnentally against any srpe of violence is m e ,  

however simplistic it may sound. 1 view the subject of the 

experiences of abused women, specifically in support groups, as 

being mu1ti-dimensional and extremely cornplex, as are the 

women thernsdves, and the relationships in which they were 

involved. 

3) the speafic purposes of the study. As stated by the research 

question, the purpose of this research is to study abused woments 

experiences in a support group. As weil as focusing on this 
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research question, this study will have implications for nursing 

education, research, and practice. 

4) how participants came to be induded the scudy. Women who 

responded to advertisements placeci by myseif in various settings 

contact& me by telephone. After giving additional information 

on the telephone about the study, if the participant wished to be 

intervieweci, and if 1 judged that the participant understood the 

limitations of the interview (Le., that it was a fact gathering 

interview and not a counselling interview), then a &y, time, and 

place were amanged. As the interview progressed, some of the 

participants gave me narnes of women who said that they would 

iike to be interviewed for this sîudy. 

5)  how the participants had an impact on the researcher and vice 

versa. 1 thhk that, for the most part, there was a positive, mutual 

impact. Although it was not a pleasant experience for the 

participants to relate  the^ stories, it was nevertheless a relief to 

be able to teii their stones and to be believed. As well, some of 

the participants expressed that they were glad that nurses were 

taking the situation of abused women seriously and were doing 

research in the area. The partiapants had a positive impact on 

me as wd. Basicdy, 1 was delighted that women responded to 

my adverthement so that I could proceed with my research. 1 

was also deeply touched by how minerable the participants were 

in sharing intimate and personal life stories. 1 beiieve that they 

did this, not to help me personally with my research project, but 

to contribute in a small way to improving the situation for other 

abused women. 
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6) how the data were coilected Eght individual interviews, which 

lasted from one hour to one-and.-a-half hours were taped , and 

the audio tapes were then given to a marisaiber, who typed the 

interviews. 

7) how long data collection lasted. The data collection lasted for 

four rnonths. 

8) how the setting(s) had an impact on the intemiews. AU but one 

of the interviews were hdd in the women's homes; one woman 

preferred to be interviewed in her office. in one woman's home, 

her two teenage boys were in and out of the house during the 

interview. The woman commented that she wanted her sons to 

know that she was contributing something to the study of 

violence. The boys had not only wimessed violence, but had also 

been physicaiIy abused by their step-father. 

9) how the data were reduced or transformed for analysis, 

interpretation, and presentation. This is documented in the 

section on data analysis. 

10) how decisions were made to attach importance to the various 

elements of the data and how the categories were developed to 

contain the data. The first transaipt 1 did a content analysis on 

was reviewed by the supervisor of this research. The supervisor 

determined that the data analysis was done correctly, and 1 

proceeded in the same manner to analyze the manscripts of the 
interviews. 

The findings of this study are applicable only to the sarnpie 

being studied, a principle which is consistent with qualitative 

approaches to research. However, it is anticipated that the 
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research findings will also be of interest and have broader 

applications to nurses and counseîlors who work in the area of 

women and abuse. 

Ethical Considerations 

Ethical approval was obtained fkom the Joint Faculty of 

Nursing and University of Alberta Ethics Review Committee. 

Informeci consent was an essential component of this reseatch 

project. Before participants were interviewed, they were asked to 

read and sign an informeci consent fonn (see Appendix E). The 

participants were infomed that confidentiality of the individuals 

would be maintained. The names, addresses, and telephone 

numbers of the participants were kept separate from the data in a 

locked cabinet, and will be destroyed after seven years, according 

to the University of Alberta policy. If secondaty analysis were 

planned at a Iater date, prior approval fkom an ethics cornmittee 

would be obtained at that time. Each participant was assigned a 

pseudonym, which was used in any information or data pertauiin . . 
g 

to the participant. The data from the interviews were kept in a 

separate locked file. The transcfibers hired to work on this 

project were required to agree to maintain confidentiaiity. 

As weU as issues of infonned consent and of confidentiality, 

there are other ethical issues which can arise. "Since interviewing 

is essentiaïly a process of human interaction, aU of the potential 

risks of interaction, such as embarrasment, anger, violation of 

privacy, misunderstanding, and confiicts of opinion and values are 

likely to arise at some point in a research project" (May, 199 1, p. 
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Introduction 

This chapter discusses the research fîndings pertaining to 

the process experittllced by abused women who have pafticipated 

in one or more support groups. The eight women intewiewed for 

this study came from a variety of socioeconomic backgrounds and 

ages. The transuipts of the htemiews were analyzed using 

content analysis. Seeking out the conunonalties in the women's 

stories does not diminish the importance and relevance of each 

individual woman. As the process of content analysis of the 

transcripts evolved, certain themes became evident as being 

important or relevant to most, if not aU eight women. 

Conneccing ernerged as the core variable identîfîed in this 

study. The infoxmants made numerous and vuciaily important 

psydiological, emotional, and sociological connections while 

attending support groups. The core variable of comecting 

expanded to the foIiowing areas: e s t ,  the initiai group experience 

of moving out of fear, shame, and isolation; secondly, making 

comections with self; thirdly, making co~ections with others; and 

fourth, making connections in understanding abuse fkom a societai 

perspective. AU of these are aitical elements that the women 

experienced in the process of understanding and healing nom an 

abusive relationShip. 

The themes of connecting, and conversely, of not 

connecting, were aiso evident in the role of the facilitator in the 
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group and the role of anger in the group. Finaiiy, the author will 

address the lad< of connecting, specif'ically in terms of 

disappointmats experienced by the women in the group process. 

WIiile it became evident that the core variable of comecting 

was a process that the wornen experienced in group situations, it 

is important to note that comecting did not occur in a Ilnear 

fashion, as describeci in this chapter. Due to the individuaiity of 

the women's stories, connecting and la& of connecting occurred in 

a variety of ways, followed diff'ent time lines, had différent 

levels of intensity, and hdd different meaning. However, the 

theme of comecting was strong and evident in all of the women's 

s tories. 

Connecting - The Initial Group Experience 

Abused women often feeï an overwhelniing sense of 

isolation, fear and shame, and often continue to experience these 

same feelings when they initially attend groups. Many of the 

women talked about the emotional distress and the diffkuity they 

experienced when attendhg their first groups. They were feeling 

shame and guilt for having b e n ,  or for still king involved in an 

abusive relationship. When Louise first attended a group for 

abused women, she feit extremeiy sharneful and had to park her 

car far away from the location of the group. At first, the group 

experience helped her to understand why women, including 

herself, have stayed in an abusive situation. 

Sandy saw a counselor through Soaal and Family Services 

for four or five times and each time the counseiior suggested that 
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Sandy attend a drop-in group for abused women. She finally 

decided to try it, but she observeci, 

1 almost backed out. Like it took me a lot to get me there. 
And at that thne I was not going to talk to anybody and air 
m y  à . .  laundry in public. Shame, shame, shame. 1 can 
deai with it. Ah, there's nothing wrong. DeniaI, denid, 
denial. And then 1 got to the point where 1 was just going 
crazy. 1 couldn't, 1 was aiways mad. Why was 1 mad? 1 
don't know why I'm mad. Maybe I'd better go talk to 
sornebody. 

Eiien, whose husband is alcohoIic, first became involved with 

A h o n ,  a support group for persons who have f d y  mabers 

who are alcoholic. Eilen attended AlAnon meetings regularly after 

her husband stopped drinkllig, but the abuse worsened even 

though he had stopped drinking. AlAnon was not a helpful group 

experience at this point in Ellen's îife. She desuibed her 

experience: 

One night I was coming home from A h o n  and just 
bawling my eyes out and what's wrong with me? Why 
can' t 1 get this program, why ...Am I getting worse instead 
of better?. They dont deal with emotional abuse at aii, not 
really, they deai with your own healing. This tirne I'd gone 
three years steady and it just didn't hdp at ali. 1 guess I 
was jus t getting worse more depressed. 1 was getting 
very, very depressed. 

Zn 1993, Ellm read a newspaper article about abused 

women, and subsequently decided to caii a residential home for 

battered women. She arranged to meet one of the counsellors who 

works there. With the counselior's help, she reaîized that she was 
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involved in an abusive relationship. Stiu, EUen did not want to 

attend any groups. She recaiied: 

1 didnrt want to tell anybody any more. I wanted to know 
how to heal myself. I wanted to talk to somebody but 1 
didn't want to go in a group. 

Elle. continued seing a counseilor on a one-to-one basis, 

through social services, for five months. men had a very positive 

experience with her counseiior, and evenhially decided that she 

was ready to attend a group for abused women. Ellen attended 

the Phase Groups, and found the three different Phase groups 

extremeiy helpful. 

The phase one Program made so much sense and it reaily 
helped, you know and I seen things and realized and began 
to understand why 1 am like 1 am now. Why was 1 so 
depressed and why AlAnon didn't help me because it was 
a different program altogether. 1 dont know what 1 would 
have done without it. If it wasnrt for Social Services and 
groups, 1 didn't think 1 would have ever survived, 1 really 
dont. They gave me a lot of strength. 

In the group situation, Ellen became aware of what the noms are 

in a healthy relationship. She stated that she also Ieamed how to 

organize her thoughts and think and speak more dear1y. 

W e  partidpating in a support group, women were able to 

also break their sense of isolation by realuing that they were not 

the only ones who had been involved in an abusive rdationship. 

As well, making the deasion to attend a group helped some 

women to make the initial step in moving away fkom fear and 

isolation. Rita was "terrified'' when she attended her first group 
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because it was the first time in years that she had been out alone 

at night. Although many of the women experienced fear, 

resistance, and reluctance when they initiaiiy anended groups, 

soon these feelings transfomed to those of safety and acceptance. 

As stated by Louise: "The support of other women was essential 

in k i n g  able to change my life." 

Louise's statement reflects the belief held by ail of the 

women intemiewed. In some way or 0 t h ~ ~  the group experience 

was a focal point, an essential part of the process of moving out of 

the abusive situation, and into an understanding of their own 

involvement in an abusive relationship. Additiondy, it was in 

group situations that many women started making connections 

between the violations that happened to them as cfiildren and the 

violations that happened to theni as adults. 

The group situation is where women learned about abuse 

and were able to admit that they were or had been abused. As 

Sandy explained: 

And 1 just, what I was getting to is that 1 never thought 1 
was physicaüy abused because he never hit me. He 
restrained me. He pushed me. But he never hit me. So I 
wasn't physicaliy abused ....I couldn't go to a shelter. What 
could 1 do? 
After figuring out what abuse was 1 now know that 1 was 
psychologicaily abused, sexuaUy abused, which in tum is 
physically abused, financMy abused constantly, 
emotional ...ail the gambit .... Ev-g excep t that 1 wasn't 
punched. 
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Additionally, Sandy felt that she was responsible for everything 

that happened in the m a g e :  "1 mean, if the vacuum didn't 

su& nght,  it was my problem." 

Rhonda recounted in great detail the various acts of violence 

that were inflicteci on her, and on her sons. The abuse also 

indudeci financial, emotional, and sexuai abuse. He often 

threatened suicide, and threatened to Mi her as weii. 

Retrospectively, Rhonda could see that 

it's just a vicious cycle. The honeymoon, you know, and I'd 
always faU for it, hoping that it would change. And it 
never did. 1 always felt that 1 was on a meny-go-round. 
And 1 kept temg people that. And 1 just feel that I'm on 
this meq-go-round and 1 can't get off. And it just keeps 
going faster and faster and faster. 

men realized that what she experienced with her husband 

was emotional abuse. One of the ways that EUen feels that her 

husband abused her was by ignoring her completely, by refusing 

to look at her or answer any questions. At the beginning of the 

relationship, this would last for a few days, especiaily when he 

was drinkllig on week ends, and then he would apologize for his 

behavior. 

Making up, I'm sorry, da da da. The honeymoon 
syndrome. But the honeymoon thing went every week , 
you know, it happened once a week .... Things just went like 
that and just slowly got worse. 

The periods of time that Eiien would be ignored increased to 

months. As weii, her husband devalued her in many respects, 
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such as calling her stupid, saying that she talked too much, 

refusing to have any visitors corne to the house. men poignantly 

desaibed her Me: 

To me, emotional abuse is saying you love somebody but 
having no respect for them, treating them like dirt, c a b g  
them names, you know, doing things to them that you 
would never do to another person .... he would get mad at 
me for something and I'd never know what it was. I 
would have no idea why he was mad at me. AU of a 
sudden herd stop tallùng and 1 mean literaliy stop talking 
to me. He wouldn't look at me, if he had to t a k  to me, he 
would look away ..A was like he just couldn't handle 
looking at me. It would just make him physically sick if 
he'd looked at me, you know. And, you know, we'd go for 
weeks. 

Before Eilen's husband stopped drinking, he destroyed some 

of their property in their home, and threatened suicide once, with 

a loaded gun. In both of these instances, men caiied the police, 

who took her husband away to a motel for the night. 

As isolation, fear, and shame diminished, many women 

experienced a sense of purpose and support. Rita felt the need "of 

belonging again," a feeling which she found in the group. She 

continues: "1 needed the support that I feIt other women could 

offer." Initiaily, the group gave Rita a much needed "sense of 

purpose," and a place in which she could explore her sense of her 

own self. Most importantly, Rita was contemplating suicide, and 

believes that the group was partly responsible for giving her a 

sense of her own life and a willingness to continue to iive. 

This group gives you a feeling of belonging again. When 
you go through one of these relationships, you feel dirty, 
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worth anything. Your self-esteem has plurnmeted to zero, 
you are on the edge of cornmitting suicide. It's serious.. 
And if 1 did not have those groups to tuni to it could have 
been the end of me, I don't know, but it could have been 
because I'd reached the point ... 1 believe other women go 
through this as well. 

Of her e s t  experiences in the group, Rita describes herself as 
feeling numb: 

Like the feelings besides the fear, there was no feelings, 
like emotional feelings, happy, sad..I didn't, you know 1 
didn't feel like aying, 1 didn't feel like laughing, 1 just 
didn't feel. 

However, as she attended more groups, her feelings changed in 

such a way that: 

It was iike we were being brought up again, somehow. 
Like you're being brought up as a child again. Like you're 
safe, you're totaiiy safe. Nothing you can Say or do is 
going to cause you injury or cause you pain. You can Say 
what you're feeling. It was, it was a freedom of expression 
1 had not, up to this point, had the abiliv to use. The 
feeling that 1 was alright, even though 1 felt all these 
awN feelings inside ...And the other women told other 
stories and we ali, it was like we aU kind of put a r m s  
around each other. We didn't do this but that's what it 
felt iike. That we had a big hug and there was nothing 
that was going to hurt any of us inside that circle. 

The feeling of belonging to a group of women, who shared 

similar life experiences and who appreciated Rita for who she was, 

provided her with an unique He experience. 

And that's what it felt like, it felt ïike we were ali sisters. 
1 had never that kind of closeness with other women 
before. The groups are an important tool to heal myself. 



Pat was one of the women interviewed who started going to 

groups as a volunteer, with professional credentials as a 

psychologist. She feels strongly that one of the strengths of the 

groups is that each woman is viewed as an expert. There are no 

"outside experts" who wiil tell her what's wrong with her and how 

to fix her life. Such an attitude, Pat says, would be 

"presumptuous." When listening to other women, Pat says she 

would, and she assumes other women would as well, pick out the 

similarities and dissimiiarities in their story, but what "resonates" 

are the similarities, and the feeling that other women understand 

your experiences and your life. In addition to a feeling of 

resonance frorn having someone understand your own life 

circumstances, Pat felt that the group experience energized and 

nurtured her. 

There is a strong feeling of reaprocity that happens in the 
group. 1 feel energized and 1 feel nurtured and I've had 
others comment to me that I've said something that has 
really been helpful to them. Isnrt that neat if you can 
provide something that is helpN to someone else, as 
nurturing and encouraging and supportive or whatever, to 
someone else and you can go out feeling like you've been 
nurtured and encouraged and supportive. 1 t .  that's 
wonderful. 

"Comected and "energized" are words that Pat used often to 

describe her feelings about attending groups. 

After experiencing initial reluctance and resistance pnor to 

attending her first support group, Sandy imrnediately realized 

that the group had a lot to offer her. "1 was hearing my Me come 
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out of somebody else's mouth." She also realized that she wasn't 

the only woman in her situation, which helped to break her 

feelings of isolation. This was a determinhg factor in deciding to 

continue to go to support groups. She described the group as a 

place of safety, a place where she could talk. The group helped 

Sandy realize that she had not been responsible for the abuse. 

"I'm not the bad guy here." Sandy describeci some of her "peak 

experiences in the group: 

To me, it's when there were no judgments and, in some 
way it was like unconditional love and understanding. We 
were just there, present with the woman who was taking. 
And it was just so powerful. 

Sandy does not attend groups on a regular basis now, and 

1 can recognize when 1 need to be there now. And it's got 
a very special place in my heart. And ail those women do. 
And I have to Say it was the bonding, the, 1 don't know. Do 
we want to get into the 'sisterhood bonding'? It's been a 
long time in the process but a great leaming experience 
dong the way. 

Rhonda calls her support group her "lifefine." She explained: 

1 felt like it was a family. 1 was even phoning some of the 
people there. They gave me phone numbers. And 1 
would c d  thern up when 1 needed to and when 1 was 
going into my panic stages. And they were able to sort of 
b ~ g  me down. Probably because they knew what I was 
going through and they could understand it and 1 guess 
that's what 1 needed. To know that 1 wasn't crazy and that 
it was normal and they were able to tell me of 0th- things 
that 1 would go through before 1 even went through it. 
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Rhonda stated that she was in crisis for probably three months, 

and that there were always women to support her. Rhonda 

adniitted that she previously had taken her abusive husband back 

on numerou occasions. 

... because 1 didn't know the support. And 1 think it's the 
support that's helped me go through with it and not take 
him badc this time. I honestly do. 1 give a i i  the credit to it 
knowing that this happens everywhere and it's not just me 
and I'm not aazy and this is what they do. And you know, 
they're (the abusive partner) just going to, they Say what 
you want to hear. And 1 knew that. But yet I'd get 
sucked in ali the tirne. So hearing different women going 
through, or having gone through the same things that you 
have, sort of gives you strength to continue...And seeing 
other women who have survived ...... I'li tell you the groups, 
1 mean 1 wish I'd known about them sooner. And 1 wish 
I'd known about the abuse a lot sooner and 1 wouldn't 
have put myself through so much. And put my kids 
through so much too. 

Anne taRed about her expenence of grieving the dream that she 

had about her life. 

It helped me to know that when 1 started feeling sad and 
started grieving the loss of a dream, 1 had to drag myself 
out of bed and go to that group to get angry, 
constructiveiy. To know, hey, so you're sad. Yes. You can 
be sad about grieving. But this is reality. And so I have to 
stay on top of this so that he doesn't honeymoon me again. 
Because 1 reaiiy don't want to go back there. 

Hearing other women's stories made Anne realue that abusers are 

basically the same, and that the women's stories were also her 

story. "It was so nice to have the pattern of isolation broken." 
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She feels that she would have had a much harder time without 

the group, and that the support group definitely helped her get 

through it ali. Of the different kinds of support presently 

available for abused woman, Anne said that 

the support group is what I wouid definiteiy choose 
because it had everything. It had everything that 1 was 
already experiencing throÜgh other methods. Through 
reading, through didoguing with f'riends. Or whatever. It 
had it a l l  in there. So between me researching and reading 
and feeling and jounialling and tallcing to fnends, that 
group pulied it ail together for me and made me feel like I 
was real. And that we are all the same. We are al l  maybe 
physically on the outside different, different colors, 
different hair. But inside when someone treats you like 
this, we all feel lüce that. 

As weil, Anne feels quite dear that the cycle of violence is 

ending with her generation. "I'm putting a stop to it as best as 1 

can now." 

Connecting - With Self 

One of the ways of knowing oneself is by having one's 

experience refiected, validated, and affirmed. An oftm expressed 

theme in aU of the interviews was the great sense of relief that 

the women feit when they reaüzed that they were not alone in 

their experience of being abused. This realization shattered theh 

sense of isolation and of profound loneliness. This process of 

awareness did not always occur to all women when they first 

partiapated in a support group, as some of the women had 

already known that they were or had b e n  in an abusive 

relationship. It was, however, through the group experience, that 
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many of the women intemiewed were able to admit at a deeper 

levd that they were not "abnomal" or "crazyf' for having been 

involved in an abusive relationship. Women comect with theu 

own selves when they t d  th& story, as they feel heard, believed 

and understood. Louise biamed herself for the abuse, and trieci to 

be the perfect wife to avoid abuse. 

It was a spiral of him blaming me and me beiieving that I 
was the reason that he was violen t.... And 1 think part of 
me making everythhg easy for him was in the belief that 
if 1, if 1 could be perfect that he woulcln't beat me any 
more. 

Louise's husband continuously caiied her stupid. She felt 

increasingly numb, acted in ways which she now sees as 

"incitional," and felt that she was going crazy. She says that she 

has blacked out many of the mernories of the physical abuse. She 

was chronicaiiy iIl with undiagnoseci symptoms, and she now 

realizes that her Unesses were the symptoms of the stress which 

she was expdencing. She deludeci herself for many years, 

believing that things would get better, and remained secretive 

about k i n g  abused. She was not aware of any potential for any 

kind of support. 

As weil as breaking the isolation that many women found 

themselves in, the group experience made it possible for some of 

the participants to realize that they were not responsible for the 

abuse which they had experienced. For some women, it was 

important to hear 0th- women Say that they would be beaten 

again after they returned to their parmers with promises that the 

violence would stop. 



Part of knowing sel f  is king able to define one's own 

experience. Some of the women who attended the groups were 

unsure if what they experienced in their relationship was "real" 

abuse or not, since they had not been physicaily assaulted by 

their partner. Some of the women, such as Elien, reaîized that 

emotionai, sexual, and mental abuse, is, in fact, abuse. Being able 

to acknow1edge in a group setting that what she had expaienced 

was abuse was an important step in Eilen's healing process. 

Pat went to the group as a volunteer and to increase her 

knowledge about women and abuse. She chose to attend a drop-in 

group, and attended on a regular basis for two-and-a-half-years. 

As it tumed out, she learned far more than she had initially 

anticipated. One of the most important things that Pat became 

aware of is that she too had k e n  abused in her previous 

marrïage. In her marriage, her abuse was financial and social. 

Although she judges her abuse as being less severe than many 

women in the groups, she described the effects of the abuse as 

being siniilar to what other women have experienced, such as the 

sense of isolation, the sense of dienation and the assault on self- 

esteem. As well, Pat found that her understanding of the 

dynamics of her maniage relieved her of a lot of guilt, because 

she had continueci to feel that if she had done things differently 

that the relationship would have worked. It was a relief for Pat to 

be able to finally understand and share with others how she had 

felt during those years of her m a g e :  

One of the things that 1 was able to talk about in the group 
was the fact that 1 can remember the feelings 1 had when 1 
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was mamieid and how trapped I f d t  and how inadequate is 
certainly part of the description but it's not quite the nght 
word ... Trapped is the only one 1 can think of and I would 
just get this homble, homble feeling of, oh Goâ, there's no 
way out of this. There is just no way. I'm completely in 
someone &ers control and I couldn't have said that but I 
can Say it now. 

Pat's understanding of her past was the most unanticipated, 

and the greatest bendit of attending the group. She found the 

support that the women gave to each other, and to hersa, 

exnemely important. As well, having the experience of a shared 

experience enabled Pat to feel very connected to the other women 

in the group. 

Rhonda expressed this observation, shared by many of the 

participants: 

I'm getting out of the fear. It's releasing and I feel more, 
starting to feel confident in myself. Getting some self- 
es teem back. 

The first time that Sandy attended a group, she experienced 

a lot of fear, but she soon overcame this fear and became very 

excited about what she was leaming in the groups. 

Let me tell you what was the hardest for me. Cause that 
was, 1 couldn't shut things off anymore. 1 had to open the 
door. It was a crack, but it got showed open ail the way. 
And uh, it was the best Uling I've ever experienced. One of 
the best things I've experienced, because it was, oh my 
god, this is me. 1 kind of like her. What else does she do? 
It was wonderful! 
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Rita relates many positive aspects that she experienced fkom 

attending support groups. Through the groups, she began to 

understand her iife in a way which made sense to her: "It gave me 

a pattern, it gave me a point of reference." As weü, for the first 

tirne, she was able to corne to some understanding of her 

hus band's abusive behavior. 

Pat's reaüzation that she had b e n  abused in her marriage 

has given her confidence in trusting her feelings and intuition. 

She said that this new-found confidence became especiaiïy 

evident in one particular situation. She was dealhg with a boss 

with whom she felt exactîy as she had with her husband. She 

decided to trust those feelings, and went to her boss's superior. 

The situation was investigated, and her boss was removed h m  

his position because of emotional abuse in the workplace. Without 

going into the details of this situation, Pat is certain that it was her 

experience in the support groups which enabled her to gain the 

necessary knowfedge to recognize abuse when it happened, and to 

gain the self-confidence to take the necessary steps to deal with 

abuse, whether it occurred in relationships or in the workplace. 

Comecting - With Other Group Members 

As weil as co~ect ing  with their own selves, the women 

were able to connect with the other women in the groups, and 

support them in ways which were beneficial for all concemed. 

The women talked on numerous occasions about the process of 

giving and receiving support. These two concepts are often 

difficult to separate, as a wornan c m  give and receive support 
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simultaneously. At other times the giving or receiving of support 

could be separateci by months and even years. 

Louise's story exemplifies the concept of mutual support. 

Louise started attending a group for abused women when she first 

moved to an urban center. She feels that the group is an 

important part of her social Me, as she is presently unemployed. 

As weii, she sees herself in "recovery" and wants to avoid 

situations, such as loneliness, which might lead her to make bad 

choices in t m s  of a relationship. AdditionaUy, Louise now sees 

herself as being able to give support to women who are in 

different stages of an abusive rdationship. She feels that she has 

received a lot of help from ail the years that she has attended 

groups, and she feeîs that she now has some insights and 

knowledge which she can share with other women. 

In her work as a psychologist, Pat wanted to be certain that 

she had good counselling skills when working with abused 

women. Instead of increasing her counselling skills by reading 

about abused women, Pat felt that she needed first-hand 

experience in listening to abused women. As she explained: 

1 felt very confident that women's abuse was part and 
parcel of living in a patfiarchai hierarchicd society and 1 
didn't think that reading more, another analysis, was going 
to be very hdpN to me. That wasn't what 1 needed to 
know. What 1 needed to know was what women 
experienced, what they felt, what kinds of abuse they 
experienced and most important fkom my perspective was 
what kind of interventions were helpful. I wanted to just 
son of check out whether or not what 1 was doing with 
them (clients who had been abus&) was helpful or 
whether it was perpetuating the abuse that they were 
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waated to be helpful rather than a perpetrator myself. 

One of the most important aspects of Sandy's group 

experience was meeting women of like mhd, and as a result, 

forrning some very close, supportive, and important fiiendships. 

She described it in this way: 

Itrs extfemely important to have those connections because 
they know what Irm tallcing about. They're not going to ask: 
Why did you stay? God 1 hate that question. 1 can t a k  to 
he. and she knows what I'm tallung about. 1 can express, 
oh, this is how 1 feel and itls not oh you bad woman. How 
can you feel like that? Yourre supposed to be the one that 
looks after everybody's emotions. Weii, who the heil looks 
after mine? 

She contùiued to describe her fkiendships as rnutual support and 

as the sharing of experiences, ideas, dreams, plans, and social 

action. 

Sandy eventualîy became a cofacilitator, and found this role 

extremely fulfilling. She says that she would get incredibly excited 

when she would see the "light flash on in someone's head." As 

weli, she felt that it was important for her to be in the group as a 

group noms and group process. 

Leaving and staying away from her husband was not easy 

for Anne. She would ârag herself out of bed to go to group to hear 

other womenls stories, about husbands who retwaed, and how the 

abuse started over again &er the honeymoon phase. She realized 

that is was acceptable for her to feel sad and grieve, but that she 
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needed to stay strong and not take him back. Anne spoke of a 

woman in one of the groups who was killed by her husband. For 

Anne, this was another "reality check," because her stoxy was 

very simiiar to Anne's. This event aiso was a great motivation for 

Anne not to return to her husband. 

Carmen States that she was amazed at how much support 

the women give to each other outside of the group setting. For 

some women, they were new to the ara,  and the women in the 

group were their ody  social contacts and support. The women 

provided support in ail kinds of ways, from going to coffee with 

each other, baby-sitting each other's rhildren, even going to court 

with each other. At one time, a woman in the group expressed 

deep fear that her husband was going to kill her Unrninently. 

Some of the women decided that very night to go as a group to the 

police station, and, as a result, the woman was given a 24- hour 

protection service tiîI an alarm system could be installed in her 

house. 

As weil as corning to an understanding of her personal 

circurnstances, Rita developed a feeling of "kinship" with the other 

women in the group. In a sense, Rita found an inner strength 

which she could draw on to protect other women, an amibute 

which took her 15 years to deveiop for herself. She Uustrated 

this by sharing the foiiowing: 

But 1 put my butt on the line a couple of times to protect 
them (other women in the group) from their husbands 
downstairs in the parking lot. Because the one, the one 
husband, the police weren't there, but the one husband 
kept approaching the one woman and by the time I turned 
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the car around, he was almost, he had almost dragged her 
out of the car and 1 just stopped the car where 1 was and I 
walked straight out to him, 1 didn't care if he was going to 
hit me. He wasn't hurting a sister. 

After deaiîng with her issues of abuse, Sandy continued to 

attend the groups as a cofaalitator, and as a role model. However, 

Sandy got to a point in her life where she was over-committed, 

and had to stop some ac tivities to take care of herself. She still 

experiences times when she knows that she needs to go to a 

support group, and she desaîbes that knowing as a feeling of 

amieW. She now feels that shers more aware of her interna1 

processes. 

Balance is what Sandy is now seeking in her life. She 

realizes that she got a lot out of the group, and feels a strong sense 

of responsibility to give back. At the same time, she realizes that 

she cannot cure the world, and that her behavior of doing too 

much was itself a problem. At first she was self-cntical when she 

made the deusion to withdraw fkom some activities, feeling that 

she was being selfish. But now, she sees her iife as k i n g  multi 

dimensional, which she describes as a "spread-out fan." 

Rhonda c a s  her support group her "lifilline." She explained: 

1 felt like it was a family. 1 was even phoning some of the 
people there. The gave me phone numbers. And 1 would 
c d  them up when 1 needed to and when 1 was going into 
my panic stages. And they were able to sort  of bring me 
down. Probably because they knew what 1 was going 
through and they could understand it and 1 guess that's 
what 1 needed. To know that I wasn't crazy and that it 
was normal and they were able to tell me of other things 
that I would go through before 1 even went through it. 



The group members aiso gave Rhonda hope in letting her 

know that she would not always feel so hopeless. More 

speafically, as with rnany battered women who are stressed, 

Rhonda's memory was very poor and she was afraid that this 

would be a permanent situation. She was relieved to leam from 

other group members that they too had suffered from memory 

loss, but now were fine. 

When Rita first attendeci a support group, she had already 

left her abusive husband. However, she had great difficulties in 

coping with daily me, and felt psychologicaily scmed as a result 

of the abuse. After she heard about support groups: 

I took the phone number down because 1 felt I was ready 
because 1 was still, I was still having nighûnares. They 
weren't as bad, but 1 was stmggling through that, s till 
afraid to go out of my door. Stüî afraid to travel after 
dark. StiU always watching behind me. It's like you're 
being haunted by something and it just, it won% go away. 

Co~ec t ing  - Abuse as a Societal Problem 

Throughout the group experience, women made connections 

between their own personal histories, and how and why they 

becarne involveci in an abusive reiationship. The women in the 

groups were able to see beyond their own individual stories, and 

make connections as to why abuse of women by men is a 

widespread and serious problem experienced by thousamis of 

women. 

Through their group experience, the women not only 

developed an understanding of society, but at the same time, an 
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understanding of th& partners' abusive behavior. Through the 

groups, Rita began to understand her Life in a way which made 

sense to her. "It gave me a pattern, it gave me a point of 

reference." 

Eiien is contemplating various ways that she couid help 

educate the medical community about the different aspects of 

abuse. She feels let d o m  by her famiy doctor, who knew the 

details of her situation, but did not offer any support. In fact, 

Elilen's family doctor told her that she would be worse off being a 

single parent than staying in her marriage, and was counseiled 

instead to take anti-depressants. 

As weU as sharing an understanding of personal 

circumstances, the group experience has increased Patrs sense of 

injustice and her understanding of violence against women as a 

social issue. Pat views this as an issue which can only end with a 

societal response, and not with individual or support groups for 

abused women. After sharing her dismay of how some women 

may be receiving ill-advised individual counselling, she 

commented: 

1 just dont think we need to look at the intrapsychic 
reasons for these things. 1 think aU we have to do is look 
around us and to the fact that women are eaming 60% of 
what men are earning, just look at the position of women 
in soaety and in any society, the mderdogs are the ones 
who are going to be kicked and beaten and thatrs where 
women are. It may not be as bad in Canada as it is in 
Afiican counûies or Asian countries, or whatever, but that 
doesn't change the fact, that just changes the dimension 
and so I'm very leeq of, I'm reaïiy afraid that women are 
going to see someone who is going to add to their 
problems .... but 1 have a feeling that women are going to 
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come out of that understanding (the Phase Program) that 
what they are experiencing is really the result of a whole 
social structure. That they havent been singleci out 
because they are bad or inadequate or whatever. 

Pat re-ernphasized that she sees the group experience as 

king very valuable because women stop blaming themselves and 

their perceived inadequaaes for k ing  ui an abusive situation. 

Women see abuse in societal terms. If you start  to see 
abuse as being a system, a system thatls been constmcted 
by human beings, surely it can be changed by human 
beings. So it starts to seem lüre it's resolvable and that's 
what 1 notice. That's the change that women begin to see 
that this isnrt inevitable, that there is a way of moving 
beyond, personally and as a society and 1 think different 
women make a decision themselves about what part they 
are going to play in that and their own decision may 
simply be to make some changes in their lives but it may 
also be to work for social change. 

Camen stated that one of the major benef?ts of the groups is 

that women come to an understanding that they are not alone, 

and she calls this "developing a social consciousness. What they're 

developing is this idea that this is bigger than me. It's a social 

problem." Carmen was astounded at how quickly this process 

happens in a group setting: 

It mobihes them to action, I think, faster than another 
recognition would. Because women are acting. They're not 
waiting to heal and then act .... So women are acting and 
healing at the same tirne. They're acting on their social 
world and th& personal world simultaneously. That right 
away that's the very first germ of understanding that this 
is a social issue ...When someone else can tell me my He, or 
1 can read it in a book with my experience. 
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Unlike individual counselling, which Cmen has both given 

and received: 

There's a charge that's in a group that obviously isnrt there 
on a one-to-one basis. The drop-in groups have this 
power, this energy, that 1 dont think typicdy exists in 
groups. 1 mean, there is a group power but this is 
somehow different. 

She postulated that the power that she is aware of is the ability 

to see abuse as a sociai issue: 

To me that's a power that goes weU beyond '1 have a 
problem. 1 need more self-esteem. Or  better job skills. Or 
1 cm stand up for myseif better or leam how to Say no.' 
Like that just goes weli beyond that kind of personal 
empowerment to something, like tu me that's what gives 
me the charge. It is the power of social awareness. 
Because we're not isolation, even if 1 wasn't an abused 
woman, I mean it's clear to me, going to the drop-in is one 
way that it became clear to me, that we're in this together. 

Anne feels that her personal experience as an abused 

woman has helped her professionally as a health care worker. 

She now can recognize the signs of abuse, and she feels that she 

can be helpful with some of the women that she works with. 

Some of the participants in this study belonged to an 

advocacy group. The airn of this group was not to give each other 

support as abused women, but to organize as a group to change 

attitudes, laws, and poor enforcement of existing laws. Two of the 

women stated that they wanted to educate health care 

professionals about abuse. 
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Rita has directed her efforts in two main directions. She has 

attended discussions with various government officiais to cl- 

present inadequacies in the system, " the cracks in the structure." 

As w d ,  Rita is very interesteci in finding ways to lrelp abused 

women who are patients in psychiatrie units. She feels strongly 

that the nursing and medical professions need to be further 

educated on how battering affects women. 

Right now, the area werre looking at is maintainhg contact 
with abused women in the hospital setting so that we cm 
s tart getting the medical profession educated that women 
who have k e n  beaten up isn't just 'physical scrapes.' This 
woman God damn near went crazy m g  to escape or 
trying to get away or ûying to understand it. There is so 
much going on and I'm tired of hearing of women told 
theyrre crazy and they get put into a psychiatrie ward 
because they can't stand b M g  beating up a n m e .  That's 
wrong. I don? care. Us women have to stand up and Say 
that this is wrong, it can't continue any longer. 

Rita sees herself as contiming her advocacy work. In the future 

Rita stated that she would like to work with teenagers who are in 

an abusive situation. 

Connecting - The Role of the Faciiitator 

Most of the groups that the women attended were "mutual 

support groups," in which there was always a facilitator who is a 

professional. As weîl, mutual support groups often have a co- 

faciiitator, a formerly abused woman who takes a leadership role 

in the group process. The qualities of the facilitator were 
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important elements in determining the women' s feelings about 

their group experience. 

Many of the women expressed enorrnous admiration and 

respect for the group facilitators. Louise desuïbed a good 

faciLitaor as being non-judgmental, intuitive, and knowing when 

Louise's shame was high. Rita found her group leaders to be 

strong women. She could draw fiom that suength when she 

needed to. Most importantly, "they treated us iike we were huma.  

beings. We weren't somebody with a problem to be put outside." 

Rhonda commented that she was extremely irnpressed with one 

facilitator in parcicular, who was 

just fantastic at getting people to tails and feel comfortable. 
And she'd corne up with good ideas and yet let everybody 
else talk and she knew sort of how to stop people if they 
were rambiing on too much. 

This facilitator would also provide practical advice, which 

was appreciated by Rhonda, as she was too smessed to be able to 

think clearly. Rhonda stressed the facilitatorrs leadership abilities, 

but also emphasized that she was not taking over. According to 

Rhonda, this facilitator wouid not waste time nor would she aiiow 

other people to waste tirne. 

When Anne first met the facilitator who was to facilitate 

most of the groups that she attended, she adrnitted to feeling 

rather awed by this woman's leadership abilities and her abilities 

to comect individuai women's experiences with society in general. 

Now, she realizes that the facfitator has her own problems too, 

and "we're a l l  the same." 



Carmen believed that a facilitator is a professional who 

works with and connects with the other women in the group. 

Although she demonstrateci leadership qualities and has some 

responsibility for directing the flow of the group, she does not 

present herself nor is she seen as the expert who has aU the 

answers. Many groups as weU have a woman designated as a CO- 

facilitator, a woman who has been through the abuse cyde, has 

attendeci groups, and is at a point where she can, as weii, offer 

some leadership skills to the group. 

Carmen continued to describe "informal facilitators," women 

who are at various stages in the abuse cyde and in th& heaiing 

journey, but who have a tremendous amount of insight and abiliv 

to be able to Say the right thing at the right time. They do not 

have forma1 educational training, but they have "a natural ability 

to do things that made sense". 

Another role that the facilitator assumed was that of being a 

"watch dog," making sure that when women shared their support, 

th& own experiences, and sometimes gave advice, they did no t 

overstep their boundaries. In a mutual support group, a n o m  is 

that you can't teil another women what to do. The facilitator 

needs to ensure that the group remains a safe environment for 

everyone. On the other hand, some women felt fnistration with 

sorne of the facilitators. Louise fdt  that one facilitatm was too 

young, had too much anger, and was too revengeful. 

Sandy stated that the way the facilitator presented herself 

to the group was the main factor in women feeling safe in the 

group. Sandy felt that the facilitator needed to walk a fine line 
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between taking leadership, but not controlling the group. She 

admitted that few facilitators that she has met know how to do 

this effectively. Sandy stated that some facilitators do not have 

basic communication skius, such as making eye contact with the 

woman who is speaking. Sandy elaborated on the qualities of a 

facilitator: 

I want someone who is my equal. Who WU share, doesn't 
have to be a i i  the dirty bits of theh me, but who will share 
so that we can make a connection and who ~ i l l ,  may offer 
suggestions for what she did Not teiiing me what I should 
do. A facilitator wiil also keep the flow of the group. 
Sometirnes they (the facilitators) need to take control and 
just you know, please let her finish. And then if you like 
and we have time then we could get to you. And do that in 
a respectful manner so that she's not totaiIy shut down 
and this one is encouraged to continue. 

According to Sandy, a good facilitator is one who can bridge 

the gap for the battered women who corne to the group between 

the personal and the political, from the "individual home to the 

sociew and back. And they are comected." As well, it's 

important that equality in the group. she 

rneans that 

everybody is responsible for themselves and everybody is 
running the group. 1 may be cailed the facilitator this 
evening but that doesn't mean that 1 have more power 
than you do. 

There is definitdy a strong comection, bond, and understanding 

between the professionals and the group members. 
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The Role of Anger in the Group 

One of the many ways in which some women began their 

journey of self-discovery was by aliowing themselves to express 

feelings in the group which had not been allowed expression in 

th& rdationships. In the support groups, there are many strong 

feelings expressed, such as anger, fear, despair. But not al i  women 

have the same needs. Obviously, the women expressing these 

feelings have the need to express them. For some women, 

however, hearing the expression of strong feelings makes them 

feel feamil and unsafe. As Pat explained, many women associate 

anger with k i n g  battered, and they find it extremely dificult to 

sit in a room where loud and angry emotions are expressed, even 

though they are not directed towards them. The expression of 

anger in a group is a double-edged sword, in that it permits 

heaüng for some women, but is viewed as a continuation of abuse 

by others. 

The use of abusive language is another issue which came up 

in the group setting. For example, one participant described a 

situation in which a woman was extremely angry towards one of 

her children and said that she wanted to throw him against the 

wall. Some women found this remark very upsetting and they 

felt that abusive language shuuid not be used in the group, as it 

counter-acts one of the groups functions, which is to providz a 

safe environnient Pat's comment on this situation is that there is 

a big difference between feeling that you want to throw someone 

against the wall and actuaiiy doing it. 
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A lot of people's anger was misplaced, misdirected, and 
your opinions may have b e n  jaded to a degree thinking 
the anger may have ken  pushed toward you, but that's 
why we're al l  there and that's why we're a l i  in this 
together. 

Rita was able to express a lot of anger towards her husband in the 

group She was glad to find a safe setting where she could do this, 

and where she would be understood and accepted. Although 

women such as Rita found expressing her anger a healing and 

necessary experience for her, such was not the case for ail women. 

Rhonda commented that she wimessed the strong expression of 

anger at times. Although this initiaily surprised her, she came to 

realize that the group was the right place to express it. 

I feel it's a safe place. 1 feel the confidentiality and non- 
judgmental is extremely important. It's something that 1 
redy  cherish because 1 never had that. 

Carmen stated that she felt uncornfortable when women 

were very angry. She remembers a few situations when the 

anger was quite explosive. She reaüzed that at times, particularly 

for women in crisis, the expression of anger can be very explosive 

and very scary. It was important for women to be able to express 

anger in a safe setting such as the group setting. She believed 

that one of the roles of the facilitator was to encourage the 

expression of anger, to bring it forward and to deal with aii the 

other emotions that corne after the anger has been expressed. As 

well, women who have attended groups for a longer time are 
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more prepared to wimess the a n g e  expressed, and they can be 

role models for the newer women for whom it might be scarier. 

Carrnen described one particular situation in which a long 

time group member, who had usually ken v q  quiet, expressed 

extreme anger towards the facilitator. 

Now the faciiitator is the authority so this woman figured 
that she was just going to squash this whole affair. And 
what she saw instead was the facilitator encouraging the 
expression of this feeling. She said: "Well, tell me more 
about that. How exactiy did....oh, that wasn't my intention. 
And you know, we need to talk about these things and 
blah, blah, blah, blah." This woman was like in total awe. 
Cause she said like her ha r t  stopped for a moment. She 
just was waiting for some big explosion to happen, and it 
didn't happen. It was encouraged and validated and 
worked through. And for her that was, that moment in 
tirne was awe inspiring. That it could be done, in a safe 
environment. That it doesn't have to be nasty. 

Other women felt that some of the women in the group 

expressed anger in inappropriate ways. Louise stated that at 

times she was uncornfortable with the anger expressed in the 

group and admitted that she has negative feelings about women 

whom she judged as being stuck in anger. 

Sandy felt that it was important for women to physically 

express their anger about having been battered. She thinks that, 

as was in her case, before the anger can be expressed, it's more 

difficult for the women to "go on" with the heaiing work Not 

fnullcing words, she stated: "And because for me once it's out it's 

like 1 vornited and I'm O.K. 1 puked out my illness and now I'm 



Disappointments 

Invariably, 'me group can't be ail things to a l l  people." 

Some of the women experienced disappointments, unmet 

expectations, and frustrateci hopes. This is not surprising, as the 

women interviewed came from a wide variety of backgrounds. 

There are many issues which arise in a group situation which 

need to be addressed and workd out. Some of these 

disappointments have already been described in the sections on 

facilitators and anger. There are other areas in which the women 

were disappointed. 

Louise describes one group as a "witch-hunt, a man-hating 

group, there was too much bittemess in that group." This was due 

to the loud and explosive expressions of anger, as discussed in the 

previous section. However, another point of view was stated by 

Sandy. She said that many strong, negative comments about men 

are made in the group setting, but that she understands that these 

comments have "a certain meaning and a certain power and have 

no relevance anywhere else." She clarified that she does not want 

to build a sodety that is "anti-anything." Rita felt some 

disappointment in the group because she felt that the special 

hardships which she experienced because of her physical 

disabilities were not recognized or acknowledged by the group 

members. 

The composition of the group was a factor which Pat 

commented on. 
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The group is predoniinantly composed of white, 
heterosexual women, and therefore that is the bias of the 
group. A few Metis and Native women have attended the 
group, but it is 95 percent white. At times, there will be 
rernarks made that are racist, sexist, or homophobic, and 
someone else in the group almost inevitably WU raise a 
concem about the remark. 

As demonstrated by the above examples, the group experience is 

not one of total support and of unconditional feelings of 

"sisterhood." Although the group does not fU5l.I all of Sandy's 

needs, she stiil attends because of her need to "get that 

comection, know that it's still out there and we still have to work 

and offer what 1 cm." However, this sense of connection is 

mitigated at times by her feelings that some nights, it's not a safe 

place for her to voice her concems or her personal crisis. 

Carmen expressed other difficulties with the group process. 

Part of the whole group process really is something that 1 
think even the most feminist of feminists continue to 
sûuggle with because we don't have any models. We dont  
have, we just don't know, we don7 know how to do that 
and hold Our PMOSOP~Y. 

As an example of this difficulty with group process, she 

describes how the advocacy group has been discussing for a long 

time whether they should become a society. The pros and cons of 

both sides have been debated on numerous occasions, and some 

women have left the group, partly due to th& frustration over 

this issue. 

Eiien attended the drop-in groups a few tirnes, but she felt 

that this was not the type of group for her. She thought that too 
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much emphasis was put on one wornan during group tirne, which 

did not leave enough time for other women to express themselves. 

She aiso fd t  that some women were just there to cornplain and 

she did not appreciate this kind of attitude. But not all of nlen's 

comrnents about the drop-in group were negative. She stated that 

the group was also extremely supportive and understanding. 

Summary 

Abused women who attended a support group experienced a 

wide range of emotions, from despair about their past, to 

excitement at being able to share their story and, most 

importanu./, to be beiieved and to be told that the abuse was not 

their fault. D u ~ g  th& engagement in the support groups, the 

women made nurnerous connections: in terms of th& own 

personal history and how it came about that they becarne 

involved in an abusive relationship; in terms of giving and 

receiving support to other women; connections in terms of living 

in a sexist society in which abuse is widespread and in which only 

recently a social movement against abuse has developed. The 

participants of the support groups also made positive connections 

with the facilitators, who served as role models, as women who 

had previously k e n  involved in an abusive relationship, and as 

women who were assertive, providing both suong leadership and 

strong empathy. 

However, not aU of the experiences of the women in support 

groups were positive. To some, the facilitators were 

inexperienced and were thought to be "man-hating." The 
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expression of anger in the group was viewed differently by the 

women. Some women felt it was a positive experience to be able 

to hear a woman's anger and at the same time to feel safe and to 

know that there is a ciifference between expressing anger verbaily 

and phy~idly. O t h e .  women felt that anger expressed in groups 

was inappropriate and felt that it was an abusive action in and of 

itself. 

The experiences of abused women in support groups is 

modeled in Figure 1. The core category, comecting, is supported 

by six sub-categories: the initial group experience, comecting with 

self, co~ect ing with other group members, abuse as a societai 

problem, the role of the facititator, and the role of anger. A 

seventh sub-categoxy, disappointment, is linked to the role of 

anger and to the role of the facilitator. The arrows, which link the 

core category with a i i  of the sub-categories, demonstrate that the 

women's experimces are inter-liaked and inter-connected. There 

is not a cause and Hect here, but rather a web of co~ections and 

of inter-connections which would be as îndividualized as each 

wornan's story and experience would be. 



Figure 1. The Experiences of Abused Women in a Support Group 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

This chapter addresses factors to consider regarding the 

limitations and strengths of the study. As well, it indudes a 

discussion of the findings. A third section examines the findings 

of this study and relates them to the fiterature reviewed in this 

area. The fourth and final section discusses nursing implications 

for m e r  research, practice, and education. 

Factors to Consider 

Sampluig is one of the factors to consider in this study. The 

size of the sample, eight women, is suffident for the purposes of 

this study, which was to obtain a descriptive analysis of women's 

experiences in support groups. The sampling technique of 

volunteer sampiing was also appropriate for this smdy. Since 

little research had been done on this topic, a descriptive study 

using content analysis was suitable. 

The homogeneity of the sampie is another factor to consider. 

Most of the women who responded to the advertisement generally 

had had a positive experience in the group. Had more women 

been interviewed for this project, it is possible that greater 

diversity in abused women's experiences in support groups would 

have been reporteci. A greater number of interviews may have 

revealed difficulties in the group process which were not made 

apparent in t u s  study. 



Some of the aspects of the sample which were not 

homogeneous were: the women intemiewed for this study had 

participated in different types of support groups for abused 

women, from dosed, tirne-limiteci groups to drop-in groups; and 

the participants were at different stages in the process of having 

left the abusive relationship, whidi ranged from 2 months to 15 

years. 

Discussion of the Findings 

The groups' compositions were fairly homogeneous in that 

they were mostly Caucasian, aLi spoke English fairly fluently, and 

aii were at a point in th& lives where they could gather the inner 

and outer resources needed to attend a support group. AU the 

women had experienced some form of abuse in theif lives. 

However, there are aiso differences within the group composition. 

Perhaps the most striking ciifference is that two of the eight 

infomants attended the groups as faditators, one as a 

cofaditator as a previously abused woman, and one as a 

facilitator in a professional capacity. 

Most of the eight informants had attended a drop-in group 

or the Phase Groups. Many had attended both groups. A few had 

attended some groups while they were in shelters. Most of the 

infomants had received personai counseiiing at some point. As 

w d ,  some of the participants had other group experiences, such 

as an Incest Recovery Group and AiAnon. 

The range of the length of time that the participants were in 

groups was fkom once a week for six months, to every week for 
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t w ~  years. On average, after attending the drop-in groups on an 

on-going basis for about six months, many of the partiapants 

chose to change their focus and not attend as frequently. Some of 

the participants felt that they needed some "tirne out," but they 

would r e m  to the group when they recognized that they needed 

that SIpe of support. 

There was a dramatic difference in what part of the abuse 

cycle (Walker, 1979) the participants were experiencing. Some of 

the participants had left their relationship 20 years before 

attending the groups. One partiapant had left her husband the 

previous week. Another woman remained with her husband, who 

no longer was abusive. Still another woman had left her partner 

but remained fearful of him, because he continued to harass her. 

One woman had been harassed for years by her partner who 

recently died. 

Some of the women expresseci the need for help to get out of 

their situation, or help to understand what had happened to them 

in the abusive relationship. The participants needed support fkom 

other group members. This was provided in many ways. Many of 

the women in the groups offered each other support in terms of 

friendship, such as socializing outside of the group, babysitcing for 

each other, and going to court with each other. For some women, 

this support was extremely important, as they had moved to this 

civ  in order to escape an abusive parmer. They had few inner 

and outer resources to meet other people. Most of the abused 

women had lived lives controiied by their husbands. Their sense 

of being able to chose their own friends and go out at will was a 
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new experience for some of the participants. The women gained a 

lot of Wonnation Erom attending the groups, such as a definition 

of abuse, legal and finanaal information, and information on how 

to access soaal services, private counseilors, and educational 

services. 

The women in the groups reported improved self-esteem, a 

sense of determination to change their lives, a feeling of 

confidence in their abilities, a sense of strength and 

determination, and a feeling of hope. These feelings were almost 

non-existent white they were in the abusive rdationship. It was 

with great excitement that these women witnessed the emergence 

of these feelings. 

Many of the women decided to participate in some fom of 

social activism, related to abuse and women. After doing the 

Phase III group, the advocacy group, some women decided to 

fom th& own groups after the formal group ended. Each group 

decided where it would concentrate its energies and resources for 

social change. Many of the women made public presentations on 

abuse to church groups, police groups, and university classes. 

Fhdings as Related to the Literature 

Self-help groups require women to take responsibility, build 

on women's strengths and experiences, provide knowledge and 

skills, and change the women's self-image h m  victim to survivor 

(Dirrunitt & Dada,  1995; Hartman, 1987). This study 

cornoborates these findings. It is evident that the abused women 

who participated in this study experienced aii of the above. 
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Telling their stories during the groups, the women made 

connections between how they had k e n  socialized as fernales in 

our sociew and how they had been abused by a male partner in a 

private relationship. Making societal co~ections did not prevent 

the women from taking responsibility for their present lives, and 

for taking responsibility about whether they retumed to the 

abusive parmer. The facilitators often commented on and 

comrnended the abused women's skills in having s d v e d  

extremely difncult circumstances. The sharing of knowledge and 

skilis was commonly done in each group, and included areas such 

as where to find legal assistance, diild care, and police protection. 

That the women agreed to be interviewed and feit strongly that it 

was wrong that they had been abused is evidence that they did 

not view themseives as helpless victims, but as survivors. 

The criteria for a self-help group, as defined by Rootes 

and Anes ( 1992) are as follows: 1) shared experience; 2) change 

fostered through education and support, not therapy; 3) self- 

govemance; 4) responsibility for oneself; 5) understanding and 

supporting the purpose of the group; 6) vol un ta^^ membership; 7) 

cornmitment to personal change; and, 8) anonymity and 

confidentialïty. Most groups for abused women have muiimal 
. . 

entry requirements, member ownership, and mutualily through 

peer support. As well, many groups have both a professional 

faciîitator and a previously abused woman as another facilitator 

( H m ,  1987). These criteria were evident in the self-help 

groups of this study. 
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Additiodly, Hartman (1987) discussed the role of anger in 

a self-help group for abused women. She stated that given the 

group support, empathy, safety, and the ground d e s  of no abuse 

in the FOUP, members gradually felt free to be in touch with th& 

own anger. She describeci how the women were encouraged to 

express anger within the group. The group members fear of anger 

diminished as they realized that they would not be abandoned or 

despised when they expressed anger. This study supports these 

findings, as some of the participants expressed similar 

observations in their understanding of anger. Many women have 

difficulty in recognizing anger in themselves, and have greater 

difficulty in expressing anger. Being in this position is v q  

conducive to rage (Milier, 1986). From the interviews with the 

participants, it was not clear if the participants expressed anger or 

rage. Nor is it clear whether the expression of these feelings was 

beneficial or detrimental to them and to 0th- group members. 

Henderson ( 199 5) discussed the complexity of relationships 

when abused women, whiie they are vulnerable and in crisis, 

offer support to other abused women, who may also be vulnerable 

and in crisis. The ability to offer support was viewed by some 

women as evidence of their own recovery. Since women needed 

to give th is  support, it was difficult to estabiish whose needs were 

k i n g  met. 

In a quantitative study, Bowker and Maurer ( 1986) 

concluded that women's support groups were more helpfbi than 

traditional social service agenaes. This conclusion cannot be 

drawn from this study, primarily because of the difference in 
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methodology used in the two studies. However, Bowker and 

Maurer stated that the groups were more effective because the 

group leaders had more in common with th& ciîents, such as 

gender and demographic characteristics. This would be supported 

by this study, as a i i  of the facilitators and cofacilitators were 

women, and ail of the cofacilitators defined themseives as having 

been previously abused. As weiI, some of the facilitators refused 

to differentiate between "me" and "you, the abused women," and 

clearly stated that abuse or the fear of abuse, was a problem for 

aU women. 

This stuciy supported the responses to abuse reported by 

women in the research literature (Campbell, 1989; Kelly, 1988; 

Landaburger, 1988 Walker, 1985). This included fear for the* 

safety, high levels of amiety, guilt, confused thinking, feeling 

responsible for the abuse, low self-esteern, and high levels of 

stress. These responses were more evident in the abused women 

while they attended the support groups than during the 

interviews. It was clear to the researcher that the above 

responses to abuse were more evident in the women interviewed 

for this project the more recently they had experienced abuse. 

One wornan interviewed had been abused as recently as four 

months before, and she showed high aniriety and fear for her 

safety. Another woman had been abused 2 0  years before and she 

did not show any of these responses. Women faced with a 

partidar combination of situational pressures and relationship 

dificulties, especidy inequities, are vulnerable to stressful 

emotions and self-esteem difficulties (Forte, Franks & Rigsby, 
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1996). Abused women's behaviors, induding the decision to leave 

the relationship, are significantly Muenced by their concerns 

about th& chiidren (Humphreys, 1995). 

Lewis ( 1983) stated that in a group setting, there is a 

reduction of social isolation which compounds depression and 

feelings of isolation. As well, groups have unique advantages over 

individual counselling because shame and feelings of personal 

inadequacy are reduced when the abused woman realizes that her 

situation is not uncornmon. These feelings of loss of isolation and 

of shame were reported by most of the participants in this study. 

Pressman (1989) stated that group work for abused women 

aims to restore to women a sense of th& intrinsic power and 

worth by providing feminist-infomed counselling, which 

examines and challenges the values and noms of society in which 

abuse occurs. During the content analysis, this theme, abuse as a 

societal problem, evolved from the data. 

Campbell's ( 1986) descriptive study of a support group for 

abused women reported the following repeatedly discussed 

themes: feeling controiied by the batterer, having a damaged self- 

esteem, trying to find ways to end the violence in the relationship, 

deciding whether or not to l a v e  the relationship, and receiving 

affirmation from other group members about the normalcy of the 

variest of responses to the abusive situation. The majority of 

these themes were evident to the researcher whiie 1 attended the 

support groups as an observer. They were also evident durhg the 

eight interviews with participants. However, the theme that was 

not evident during the intemiews was deciding whether to leave 
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the relationship, because most participants had aiready decided to 

leave. One participant had decided to remain in the relationship. 

The two groups' themes identified by RounsavUe and Lifton 

(1983) were the dependency and helplessness of the women, and 

the women's descriptions of the relationships with th& abusive 

partners and how they trieci to control them. The findings by 

these authors of dependency and hdplessness were not found in 

this study. The Rounsaville and Lifton study was situated on a 

psychiatnc unit, and this suggests that the women in th& study 

were in a more acute crisis situation than the women who 

attended the groups whkh 1 observed. 

High amiety and diminished self-esteem, which intensifîed 

the sense of helplessness and powerlessness felt by the abused 

women, were the recurrent themes in a support group for abused 

women studied by Trimpey ( 1989). The participants reported 

that they had experienced similar feelings when they initially 

started attending support groups for abused women. 

This study supported Kordyban's ( 1987) research of abused 

women in a support group. The author's study revealed themes 

which reflected a process of interna1 growth. They were: greater 

awareness of self, others, relationships and sociem enhanced self- 

direction, and heightened appreciation of self and of other women. 

The categories demonsuated by this study, that of connecting 

with self, other group members, and abuse as a societal problem, 

reflect categories similar to those outluleci by Kordyban. 
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Concerns about co~ections and the cost of detachment have 

become part of a growing interest in feminist psychology. Cilligan 

(1993, p. xwi) questions 

whether there is an endless cornterpoint between two ways of 
speaking about human life and relationships, one grounded in 
connection and one grounded in separation, or whether one 
framework for thinking about human life and relationships 
which has long been assoaated with development and with 
progress can give way to a new way of thinking that begins 
with the premise that we live not in separation but in 
relationships. 

This study further supports the theory that women grow in 

connection with others, and not in isolation (Mer, 1986). In a 

study that explored the sense of healing in women who 

encountered abuse, Farreii ( 1996) defined relationship as the 

integration of all aspects of the self and a sense of comectedness 

between self and others. A sense of relationship was a centrd 

aspect in the healing of the women who partiapated in Farrell's 

study. 

Weingourt ( 1996) stated that women's need for co~ection 

can also lead to destructive relationships. In an abusive 

relationship, a woman's sense of disconnection is enhanced, and 

may be misinterpreted, labeled and stigmatized by heaîthcare 

providers. In order that healthcare providers provide the most 

effective care possible, the behavioral manifestations of 

discomection mus t be unders tood, 

The themes found in this study, of connecting with oneself, 

with others and of making co~ections between sedsm in society 
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and domestic violence are also found in sùnilar studies. The 

review of the fiterature demonstrateci very limited information in 

terms of the role of the faalitator in the group, or the role of 

anger in the group. As weii, the studies on abused women and 

groups did not report on the aspects of the group process which 

were not helpfui for some women. This study reveaied themes in 

the group experience not discussed by previous researchers: the 

theme of group disappointments, in both the role of the facilitator 

and in the expression of anger. 

Implications for Nursing Research 

Nursing research can play a role in the issues of equality 

and justice for women (Campbell, 1992a). Numerous nursing 

studies have been undertaken in the area of abuse and women. 

Cmently nursing is on the forefront of the development of 

knowledge in the area of violence against women (American 

Academy of Nursing Expert Panel on Violence, 1993). 

This descriptive study of the experience of abused women in 

support groups is an initial step in the development of knowledge 

in this area. Many other research questions can be developed 

fkom this study. Some of these are: 

What is the optimum relationship between the facfitator 

and the group participants? 

What is the optimum size of a group? 

Are closed or dropin groups more suitable for abused 

women? 

What is the role of anger in a group? 



What is the process by which a woman changes h m  a 

victim to a survivor in the group process? 

When should nurses refer dients to a support group for 

abused women? 

What further education would nurses need to initiate and 

facilitate support groups for abused women? 

1s there a role for support groups for abused women on 

psychiatnc units? 

How could nurses work in collaboration with other 

professionals to ensure that groups are available for aU 

abused wornen who wish to attend? 

Why do some women stay in a support group and why do 

some women stop attending? 

Additional research in this area will continue to be an important 

function of nursing , health promotion, and social change. Varcoe 

(1996) proposed that analysis of racism, sexism, and classism are 

required to understand the social causes of violence. As well, one 

of the goals of research should be to reduce, and eventually 

eüminate oppression by individuals, institutions, and the state. 

Implications for Nurshg Practice 

Studies on nurses and women dearly state that an 

assessrnent for abuse must be made on women who corne to 

ernergency rooms, psychiatrie units, prenatal dinics, and mental 

health cMcs (Brendtro & Bowker, 1989; Bullock, McFarlane, 

Bateman, & Miller, 1989; Lichtenstein, 198 1). As well as assessing 

women for abuse, nurses need to be knowLedgeable about how to 



work with abused women. To intervene effectively, health 

professionals, induding nurses, need to understand both the 

extemal factors and the complex conditionhg process that keep 

many women trapped in abusive relationships (Jackson, 1994). 

This study reiterates the importance of nurses taking a pro-active 

role when working with abused women. For nurses to be 

effective in working with abused women, they need support fkom 

the institutions in which they work, support fkom th& 

professional associations, and support that cornes fkom being 

prepared by their education (Henderson & Ericksen, 1994). 

This study shows the positive impact of support groups on 

abused women. With nursing's inaeased knowledge of the 

benefit of such groups, nurses can be proactive in referring 

clients to already existing groups, or, if necessary, initiate groups 

in their area of work or in th& communities. With a sound 

knowledge base of self-help groups, nurses can make individual 

referrals to groups for abused women based on the individual 

dient's needs ( N e y  & Foster, 1990). For nurses to become more 

self-confident in this process, increased inservice training and 

continuing education in the area of abused women in general and 

the role of self-help groups in particular is necessary (Stewart, 

1989). Nurses may aiso determine if it wouid be suitable and 

helpful to establish support groups for abused women in the 

health care system where they are employed. Nurses have not 

only increased theoretical knowledge in the area of violence 

against women, but nurses have also been advocating for systemic 
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changes to reduce, and finally, eüminate violence against women 

(BuUock, SandelIa, & McFarbe, 1989). 

Nurse adminisaators are in a position in which they are 

required to provide leadership to deveiop protocols to identw 

and intervene with abused women (Tangford, 1996; Campbell, 

1995). As an example, nurses with different areas of expertise 

can work coiîaboratively in health care settings in providing 

health care for women who have k e n  abused (Cole, Scoville & 

Flynn, 1996). Increased knowledge of abuse and the &ects of 

abuse will ensure that ail health care d i e n t s ,  such as children who 

wimess abuse, receive integrated and holistic nursing care (Rhea, 

Chafey, Bhner & Temgno, 1996). 

Implications for Nursing Education 

Many nurse educators are aware of the importance of 

including content on violence and care for survivors in nusing 

education programs (Hoff & Ross, 1995). Cmently, nurses have 

verly little knowledge regarding abused women (Hegge & Condon, 

1996). Since nurses will possibly encounter abused women in ail 

areas of the health care system, it would be of great value to 

include violence against women issues in nursing curricuiums, 

both at the undergraduate and the graduate level of education 

(Kerr, 1992; Cohen & Wardell, 1992; Attaia, McSweeney & Oetler, 

1995). This educational component of nursing cumculums could 

vary with each educational setting. For sorne, incorporatllig issues 

of violence in already established courses, such as public health, 

would be of value. Nursing courses with a focus on women's 
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studies would be another way of reaching the goal of raising 

nursing students' awareness of the issue. Practicurns in settings 

which ded speafically with abused women couid be arranged for 

students at both the undergraduate and the graduate level. 

Conclusion 

This study revealed the positive impact of support groups 

for abused women. Women have made important personai 

transitions in these groups. Making connections with their 

personal history of abuse, with other abused women and with the 

role of violence in a sexist society have impacted positively on the 

women in this study. As weli, areas in which abused women were 

not positively affected in support groups were also addressed. 

Nurses are faced with the challenge of assessing, treating, 

and counselling abused women in ail health care settings. Issues 

of violence against women should be incorporated in the 

undergraduate and graduate curriculums of nursing education. 

Further research in the area of support groups for abused women 

would be beneficial. 
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APPENDIX A 

INFORMATION ON A RESEARCH PROJET ON SUPPORT 
GROUPS FOR ABUSED WOMEN 

My name is Pauline Bélanger. 1 am a registered nurse who is 
completing a masterrs degree in nursing at the University of 
Alberta. Last year 1 attended the drop-in support group for 
abused women at the Beverly Centre. 1 was totaliy impressed by 
the value of such a group. 

As a result of this experience, 1 have decided to do research 
about the experience of women who have been abused by their 
husband, male partner or bomend, and who have participated in 
a support group for abused women. There is little research done 
in this area, and 1 hope my study will increase our knowledge and 
understanding of what it is lüce to be a woman who is or has been 
abused, and who participates in a support group. 

If you have been abused and if you are presently attending a 
support group or have done so in the past, 1 would be very 
interested in talking with you. 

If you decide that this is something that you would like to do, we 
will arrange to meet at a time and place that is mutually 
agreeable. You will decide how long you will want to talk with me 
and how much you will want to share with me. 

Total confidentiality is an important part of this project and will 
be maintained throughout the study. 

If you would like more information, please caU me at 
. This number is us& exdusively for this study, 

and again, confidentiality is assureci. If you deade to participate 
in this study, you may stop at any time without explaining your 
reasons. 



APPENDIX B 

LETTER OF INFORMATION TO THE PARTICIPANTS 

Name of researchex Pauline Bélanger 
telephone: 

Institution : University of Alberta 
Faculty of Nursing 

Project Title: The experience of partiapating in a support group 
for abused women 

Thank you for agreeing to meet with me. 1 will give you 
additional information about this research project, which will help 
you decide whether you would like to be intervieweci. 

The purpose of my study is to increase the public's, as weli as 
nursing's awareness of the counseliing needs of abused women. 
Little research has been done in this area. 1 plan to interview 
abused women who have also been in group counselling. The 
results of this study will add much needed information as to the 
therapeutic ef%ects of group counselling for abused women. 

There is a possibility that you might experience some emotional 
difficulties in relating your history of past abuse. You are in total 
control of what happas in the interview. The interview can be 
terminated at any time that you wish. 1 wiU make every effort to 
ensure that this psocess is as easy as possible for you. 1 must 
clac with you that I am not here in the capacity of a counsellor 
or therapist, but as a researcher. 1 WU provide you with a List of 
agencies which offer counselling, in the even that you feel you 
need to further discuss your experiences as an abused woman. 
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BIOGRAPIIIC DATA OF THE PARTICIPANTS 

Name: 

Phone #: 

Ag e: 

Marital status: 

Children, if any: 

Fmployment s tatus: 

Any other biographie data which you rnight think is relevant: 



OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS TO BE USED AS A GUIDE FOR THE 
INTERVIEWS 

These questions will not necessarily be asked in the order that 
they are listed. Also, they might not all be asked in the initial 
interview. 

1. Tell me about yourself. Where do you live? With whom? Do 
you work outside of the home? 

2. Describe your relationship with the person who abused you. 

3. How did you decide to leave the relationship? 

4. How did you decide to join a support group for abused women? 

5. What did you find the most helpful from this experïence? 

6.  What did you find the least helpful from this experience? 

7. What did you experience when you first joined the group? 

8. How did these feelings change as you continued in the group? 

9. How did you feel about the facilitators? about the other group 
rnernbers? 



APPENDIX E 

INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA 
FACULTY OF NURSING 

PROJECT TïMJ? The emerience of ~artia~atine in a sumort 
grouD for abused women 

INWSTIGATOR: Pauline Bélanger, R.N.,BscN., MN Candidate 
Phone: 

Supervisor: Dr. Olive Yonge, Professor, F a c m  of Nursing 
University of Alberta 
Clinical Sciences Building 
Edmontori, Alberta T6G2M7 
Phone: 492-2402 

Pumose of Studv: 
The purpose of this study is to understand the experience of 
abused women as they participate in a support group. 1 will 
interview abused women who presently are or have been in a 
support group. The findings of this study will add much needed 
information in the area of counselling and support needs for 
abused women. 

Procedure: 
Our initial intemiew will take about one hour. 1 may ask to meet 
with you again in order to cl- certain issues discussed in Our 
first interview. During the interview 1 wiil be asking you what it 
was like to be an abused woman and to have participated or to be 
currently partiapating in a support group. The interview will be 
held at a time and place that will be suitable for you. If you 
prefer, the interview could be done be telephone. 

Confidentiality 
The intewiews will be tape-recorded and a code name, instead of 
your narne, will be put on the tape. Only 1 will know your name. 
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Your real name and address will not be on the tape. 1 will keep 
my record of your real name and address and phone number in a 
locked cupboard. 1 will destroy that record after this study is 
finished. A secretary wi i i  type the taped interviews, and the 
secretary will not know your name+ The tapes and typed copy 
wili be stored in a locked cupboard. 

The consent form wiU be kept in a locked drawer, separate from 
the interviews, and WU be destroyed five years following the end 
of this study. For legai reasons, the tapes and typed copies will be 
kept for seven years after the end of the study. If the tapes and 
typed copy are used for a different study in the future, approval 
from an ethics cornmittee wouid be obtained, as it was for this 
research. 

A report will be written at the end of the study, but your name 
and any other information which could identm you will not be 
used. 1 will not mention your real name in any of the reports or 
discussions about this study. 1 may use parts of your interview in 
the report. 1 will write the report in such a way that your 
identity will not be known. 

To protect your privacy, you wiil not be contacted after the study 
is completed. If you wish to receive a summary of the study 
when it is finished, please sign the attached sheet. 

Partici~ation: 
If you decide to be in this study, you may stop at any time. You 
may stop the interview or not answer particular questions at any 
time and need not give any reason. If you teil me something and 
then decide you would rather not have said it, please teii me. If 
you wish, I will erase this portion of the tape. 

There are no known risks to you for k i n g  in this study. You also 
may not gain anything from this researdi. It is my hope that the 
support and counseiiing needs of abused women wili be better 
met because of the findings fiom this study. 

If, following the interview, you think you rnay need help with 
painful and difficult feeiings that have corne up, 1 will give you 
phone numbers to c d  where you may get assistance. 
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If at any time you have concems or questions, please feel free to 
caU me at 

CONSENT 

This is to c m  that 1, 

( p ~ t  name) 
have read the information in regards to this consent foxm and 
have discussed it wi th  the researcher, Pauline Belanger. 1 agree to 
be a volunteer in the study called: "The merience of Participating 
in a S u ~ ~ o r t  gr ou^ for Abused Women". I have been given a copy 
of this form to keep. 

1 understand that there will be no health risks to me resulting 
fYom my participation in the research. 

1 give permission to be intewiewed and for these interviews to be 
tape-recorded. 1 understand that the information may be 
published, but my name will not be associated with the research. 

1 understand that 1 am free to deny any infoxmation the 
interviewer asks me. 1 also understand that I am free to 
withdraw my consent and terminate my participation at any time, 
without penalty. 

1 have had the chance to ask questions and am satisfied with the 
answers that have been given. If 1 have any other questions, 1 
know that I c m  cail the researcher at ,-,- 

Signature of Participant Date 

Signature of Researcher Date 



1 would like to receive a report of this study when it is finished. 



APPENDIX F 

COMMUNITY RESOURCES FOR REFERRAZ. OF INFORMANTS 

Distress and Suicide Line 424-2552 
Emergency Social Services 427-3390 
Semial Assault Centre 423-4121 
Alberta Alcohol and Dmg Abuse Commission 427-429 1 

Alberta Mental Health Services 427-4444 
Native Counsebg SeMces 423-4121 
Community and Soaal Services Information 424-3 242 
Edmonton Social Services 428-5890 
Universisr Walk-In Clinic 492-6501 

Legal Help: 

Legai Aid 
S tudent Legal Services 
hwyer Referral Services 




